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Recently it was the pleasure of the
Attorney at Law,
writer in company with another of the
Farmer's staff to drive some three or
MAINE.
NORWAY,
Collections it Specialty. four score miles through the towns of
k
Β
U.
Woodstock, Greenwood, Albany. Waterford and Bethel in central western OxKliK K A PARK.
ford County and thus we were enabled
to gain our first on-the-spot observation
Attorneys at Law,
of farming conditions there and become
MAINE.
HKTHEL,
acquainted with a few of the farmers of
BUexs C. Park.
A Mlaon ΐ Herrlck.
the section visited.
In contrast to the more level portions
>;k.HT A WHEELER,
of Maine, large farming operations are
much lees frequently met efcept in the
valley, conAttorneys and Counsellors at Law. vicinity of inAndroscoggin
moving back and forth
sequently
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
through the towns mentioned in order
Alton 0. Wheeler.
Jm >"< s. Wright.
to gain a clear idea of this territory, we
could make only a very limited number
of stops to interview individual farmers
&
J. H.
but during our drives there was plenty
«.IV IL. hMJINBER5 AND SURVEYORS,
of evidence to show that Oxford County
Hik·· Street, South Parle, M.-Une.
has some of the most energetic and pro111-12.
Telephone
gressive farmers whose operations we
have yet observed in Maine. Good eviMap» and Plans made te order.
dence of this is furnished in the fact
f the tli>il>«*rUuida and pocket rnapa of that the first cow-testing association in
.nty for *ale.
N'cw England was established by the
Inhere of the Atlae of Maine.)
Γ
dairymen in the town of Waterford, of
which more will be mentioned.
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SCENIC BEAl'TY UNSURPASSED.

Since coming to Maine we have listen
ed to the praises of the picturesque
beauty of this region of Old Oxford and
now after even this brief visit are prepared to substantial the seemingly
ex'ravagant claims for her scenic attractions. The windings of the highways through valleys: over mountain
passes; along the banks of the Andros-

Me.

Norway,

14 Main St.,

and

CO.,

Ranges.

Pipe Repairing,

turbulently foaming trout
ascending inaguificently timmountain sides; all combine to
Lead bered
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contrastingly noticeable the comparatively small acreage of really good

make

and Iron.

farming laud found in this section of the
county.
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fountain Tea

Nuggets

A Bmv M.-dielne for Busy Feoplt.
Brisgs Q»M« Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific for Constipation. Indigestion. Lie·»
Ec/eiii.*.
and Κ1Ί11··

Trouble-, Pimple*.
Impure
IJ.il Brvuili. Slmiit'sh ItoweK. H^adach»
1 Backache. It 's K>>cky Mountain Tea in tab·
!
form, 3S cents a bo*. Uenuine mud© by
UotMetKR 1>·:*·ι> Company, Malison, Wis.
HI
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GOLDEN NliGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

aru n.iK

Kt»ini»

fil

1 fivatwl

with

SO

much labor and so little return# to those
farming this type of land, which never
should have been deforested and now
should be allowed to revert to timber as
Maine has plenty
as possible.
speedily
Division.
Portland
of laud obtainable at small cost better
aud until this is all
to
steamships "Governor Dingley" or adaptedwell tillage
farmed the broken, rock ν
"'iovernor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf, beiug
should be kept growing timber or
1
land, week days at 7 P. m., Sundays hind
I orchards.
at > r. m. for Boston.

Eastern Steamship Company.
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St'CCESS IX BERRY FARMING.

riotxiriilnfi

Slab Wood,

j

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,
A Reliable

Remedy

CATARRH

six weeks.
One of the most important improvements made by Mr. Maxim in his berry
growing land is the under drainage proit quickly abtorbed.
vided. The many score of rods of this
Cue» Relief at One·.
has changed the entire character of some
It cleanaes, soothed,
areas and enabled him to give early culI
h. .Us and protects
tivation where it was previously impostn- diNi-itsfd uieiuHis berry fields are set in rows 7
Lrj::.» renulting from Catarrh and drive» I sible.
feet apart and the rows are allowed to fill
aw iy a Cold iu the Head quickly. Kestores
to a degree that allows of conthe S· ::s, s of Taste and Smell. Full size I in just
and ripening of the fruit.
5o < ts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid venient picking
MANY I'll KKKS NEEDED.
Cri-Hin Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Warren Street, New York.
£'··· lîr» «rhers.
The present year Mr. Maxim employs
four men steadily through the summer
During the
season aud four horses.
height of the picking season from 00 to
to keep the ripI 1
story dwelling-house, pleasantlj I 70 pickers are required These
are paid
located in the village of West Paris, ening berries gathered.
dollar is
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room by the basket aud many a
men
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land earned by women and chiidreu and
The build as well during berry harvest on this farm.
with apple and pear trees.
Last season the berries from 12 acres
iogs are situated high from the street
with broad piazza shaded with vines aggregated something over 700 bushels
A spring o! and averaged rather more than $4 per
•'"iiiiiiandiug a tine view.
The berries are marketed in
These build bushel.
pure water on premises.
to a Portioi(s are well and prettily furnished anc pint baskets and are consigned
for
the owner would be glad to sell th< land firm that is always hungry
more
furniture and
furnishings with thi 1 more. The coming fall four acres
sethouse. This is a great bargain and wil I will be set, the supply of plants for
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on οι ting being always available from sproute
deis
found
It
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris I in the edge of the rows
sirable to renew these berry fields once
Maine.
in from five to six years by plowing and
cropping for a few years to grain and
Glasses
hay before resetting to berries.

Ely's Cream Balm

FOR SALE.

Warranted.

I

ULACKBKKK1KS, CUERKIES AND API LKS.
Besides the raspberries, Mr. Maxim
an acre of blackgrows something under
berries, and a fine plat of cherries conof trees and in one
If you want the bee t taining about a score
section of his lerry field rows of Ben
of xla»je«, consult u><
Davie apples are set in the berry rows
Come here. Why?
feet in the
<"»u*e my »uccee*fut experience an<l
epeclu 1 about 50 feet apart and 20
these small trees, less
knowlclxe In the Optical business enable· ni • row. Last seasou
old, bore, mauy of
toa>ljuat<|ulckly to the moat delicate vtalou » than a dozen years more of
or
apples per
properly tltlol lens. Consultations or e.xnmloi <- them, a barrel
But the winter previous bad
t.ee.
tlon» free.
the heavy
with
weakened them, which
has resulted in the
; apple production
death of a considerable number of this

Specialist

OR. PARMENTEfl
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. W-4.

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Fort>«et South Peril

been

confined

among

the

The grass is eaten and
work well.
By Ο. HENRY.
scratched out, insects kept down and the
fowls kept in a fine, healthy condition.
McClure Co.]
In this connection Mr. Maxim said that [Copyright. 1906. by the S. S.
Is well that hay fever and colds
he had plans maturing for increasing his
do not obtain in the healthful
poultry business to a 7000-hen plant. A
location on a hillside will be used for a
vicinity of Cactus City, Tex., for
large central poultry bouse of two-story
the dry goods emporium of Naconstruction. The lower story will have varro &
Piatt, situated there, is not to
yarding on one side and the upper story be sneezed at.
In a natural deon the opposite side.
Twenty thousand people in Cactus
pression under the center of the house
will be located a cellar for roots and City scatter their silver coin with libgreen stuff supplies, also a storage place eral hands for the things that their
for dressing, grain and other supplies in hearts desire. The bulk of this semirooms above. Poultry is found to return precious metal goes to Navarro A
a good profit and Mr. Maxim is not going
Their huge brick building covers
Piatt.
into this without full experience.
enough ground to graze a dozen head
INDUSTRY.
IHHJS BANE OK SHEEP
of sheep. ïou can buy of them a ratA small flock of good sheep is kept tlesnake skin necktie, an automobile
he
and the profits are so satisfactory
or an eighty-five dollar latest style lawould gladly enlarge his number if dogs
dy's tan coat in twenty different shades.
were not
making such havoc among Navarro & Piatt first introduced penthem. This present season Mr. Maxim
nies west of the Colorado river. They
three
has had
fine, high-bred ewe lambs
had been ranchmen with business
killed by dogs which at time of killing
It was heads, who saw that the world did not
would weigh 80 pounds each.
quite refreshing to hear that Mr. Maxim necessarily have to cease its revoluhas no intention of taking whatever the tions after free grass went out.
authorities are willing to offer him for
Every spring Navarro, senior partthe slaughter of the lambs, which were ner, fifty-five, half Spanish, cosmopoliHe said, "I
being saved for breeders.
tan, able, polished, had "gone on" to
am going to get $50 for those lambs or
New York to buy goods. Thle year he
know the reason why."
shied at taking up the long trail. He
SKII.L AND KNKKGY WINNING OUT.
was undoubtedly growing older, and
Resides the sheep and hens, sufficient he looked at his watch several times a
cows are kept for family use, and several
day before the hour came for his
acres of potatoes are grown, and it is
siesta.
easy to see that success is surely coming
"John," he said to his junior partto Mr. Maxim aud his family as a result
to buy
<>f energetic and skillfully directed spe- ner, "you shall go on this year
cializing effort. Having previously been the goods."
Piatt looked tired.
a carpenter, he is gradually putting his
"I'm told," said he, "that New York
buildings into a condition that will,
I
when completed, be a credit to his place. Is a plumb dead town, but I'll go.
Mastery of the situation is evident in bis can take a whirl in San Antone for a
and
hie
all
opera- few
crops
dealings with
days on my way and have some
The black knot is held in check
tions
fun."
on cherry trees by constant cutting off
Two weeks lat# a man In a Texas
of the knot formations wherever they
full dress suit—black frock coat, broad
lines
in
other
is
true
The
same
appear.
of work undertaken, lie keeps abreast brimmed soft white bat and lay down
of the best thought touching his farming collar three-quarters of an Inch high,
activities, but is unassuming and glad to with black, wrought iron necktie—enreceive or impart information.
tered the wholesale cloak and suit establishment of Zizzbaum & Son on
ΓΙΝΕ BLIOUT A ORAVB MENACE.
During the three days' travel in the lower Broadway.
Old Zizzbaum had the eye of an
section of Oxford County heretofore
referred to, opportunity was afforded for osprey, the memory of an elephant and
constant observation of the pine blight, a mliul that unfolded from him In
which is being regarded with so much three movements like the puzzle of the
anxiety by every timber owner and all carpenter's rule.
lie rolled to the
Laving the best interests of New England front like a brunette polar bear and
This blight or injurious malat heart.
ehook Piatt's hand.
ady, which attacks and kills the tips of
"And how Is the good Mr. Navarro
the branches of last season's growth, is
now in evidence practically wherever in Texas?" he said. "The trip was too
pine trees were seen and in the case of long for him this year, so? We welmany of the trees of small size and upon come Mr. Piatt lustead."
those having a height of 15 or 20 feet,
"A bullseye." said Piatt, "and I'd
practically no limb of the tree has es- give forty acres of uuirrlgated Pecos
dried
the
brown,
caped some injury,
land to know how you did it."
condition affecting hundreds of twigs on county
"I knew." grinned Zizzbaum. "just as
each tree. Not a few of the small pines
I know ihat the rainfall In El Paso for
are
feet iu

IT

IJI1IO,

fine, thrifty lot of

trees.

RENOVATORS.
An interesting experiment has been
tried by Mr. Maxim the present season
in using hens in his berry fields to keep
Hii
down the grass in the rows.
HENS AS

ι»ν ow

mvu.

ANOTHER Γ EST IN TUB TKEE TOPS.

As if the pine blight were not sufficient to damage the forests, a light green
worm or nalced caterpillar striped with
white has quite suddenly appeared in the
forests and orchards of Oxford County
and various other sections recently heard
from. In the eection of Oxford County
traveled over, these green worms are
rapidly stripping the foliage from biu)dreds of acres of birch growth in particular, and in some cases are appearing in
apple orchards and there making short
work with leaves of all fruit trees.
These caterpillars at the time of our
visit varied in length from one-half inch
to an inch and a half and were so numerous as to be seen by hundreds on the
trunks of the birches. Their manner of
feeding is to begin at the topmost
branches in the tall forest trees and their
destruction of the leaves has already
caused great sections of trees on the hill
and mountain sides to look bare and
The
brown as if the leaves had fallen.
specimens which we brought to the office
of the state entomologist for identification proved to be the maple threelined caterpillar, which is seldom sufficiently numerous to cause very great
destruction of foliage^ it being held in
check by parasites. Evidently the parasites for some reason during the past
season failed to destroy them when in
the transition stage and the caterpillars
have developed in force. From our own
observation it would appear as if these
caterpillars are more plentiful in Oxford
County than elsewhere in the state,
although reports are coming in from
various other sections asking for inforIt is the opinion of Professor
mation.
Hitching* that the parasites will again
attack these pests when they cocoon and
hold them in check another year. Since
these caterpillars destroy the foliage by
eating, a Paris green or other arsenical
beespray, like what is used for potato
tles, will destroy them on fruit or other

After leaving the train at Locke's Mills
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m., our course was by the farm of H. F.
I Maxim, of whose berry growing operafor Portland.
Mr.
tions w»· have frequently heard.
at
sale
principal Maxim purchased the farm where he is
Through tickets on
railroad stations.
ilia
I now located about 15 years ago.
entire holding contains about :J00 acres,
Freight rates as low as other lines.
I a large part of which is too rough for
11 cargo, except Live Stock, is in- successful cultivation and is covered with
sured acainst tire and marine risk.
more or less "growth" and timber. The
I farming land was sadly in need of good
('.
BKOWN. General Agent,
Boston, Mass.
handling aud improvement, it being
criss-crossed with stone walls which prevented economical tillage.
Nearly a
mile of this wall has been removed and
and in
I buried in a ravine out of the waywhich
is
consequence the tine slope,
largely devoted to the growing of CuthI bert raspberries, is now in coudition for
I successful culture.
I At present Mr. Maxim bas about 12
acres devoted to this crop which at the
time of our visit was just beginning to
ripen. It was certainly a most interesting and instructive sight to find this
! large acreage uf small fruit in vigorous,
nourishing condition in spite of the long
drouth. Constant and thorough tillage
was the secret, together with adequate
fertilization and judicious thinning and
pruning at the proper season. The
I cultivators are kept going around among
I these berries just as would be doue with
South Paris, Maine.
Aroostook potatoes or corn in the corn
belt of the West. For several inches the
surface was found to be a perfect dust
mulch and under that the mat of fibrous
FOR
roots were being nourished in moist soil
trees.
even though no rain had fallen for about

Cord Wood,

have

berry bushes by enclosing acre plats with
wire netting and it has been found to

DROUTH'S DIRE DAMAGE
Western Oxford County has suffered
more from the loui; continued parching
than lias any other part <>f the state we
have visited and of course the condition
of crops is no criterion of accomplishment of her farmers in ordinary years.
The writer has gone through identical
drouth blighting experiences and could
read the farming story without ditficulty. In fact the practically experienced
farmer can more unerringly learn who
arc the best farmers during such a time
of extreme drouth than when the sea- ten
already practically
height
It is then that dead.
son is more favorable.
The largest trees are still but
the right handling of land shows the slightly or not at all affected as yet. But
good husbandman and makes the right the outlook is so threatening that the
treatment giveu his fields stand out un- life of every pine tree iu northern New
mistakably from among those who are England is endangered unless the danger
The singular
unwilling or uuable to meet the exact- can be circumvented.
ing requirements ueces<»ary to make thing in this instance is that the forestry
good duriug an unfavorable season.
experts, entomologists, bacteriologists
and all who are being looked to for enTIMBER INSTEAD OF TILLAGE.
and possible remedy, are
During three days' driving through the lightermeut
One thing
dark.
Nection named where hills and mountains jet apparently in the
is a source of knowlshow such marked timber production is certain, if there
into
requisiedge that can be brought
adaptability, we were continually im- tion
from any source on this planet, that
pressed with the folly and uselessuess of source should
the
salvation
and
be
found
attempting the tillage of the rough,
which clothe a thousand
broken, sandy and rocky areas, some of of our pines,
SCORCHING

Licensed Taxidermist,
Temple Street,

across

streams;

prices on goods like these. I'm afraid
fou're having a dull time In New York,
Mr. Piatt. A young man like you—of
course you miss the society of the

present flock of bene number* about 200
R. I. Rede, and 1000 cbicks are being
raised. In two aections of one field lOO

the year was 2S 5 Inches, or an increase
of fifteen Inches, and that therefore Navarro & Piatt will buy a $15,000 stock
of suits this spring instead of $10,000,
But that will be toas lu a dry year.
There is first a cigar in my
morrow.
private otlire that will remove from
your mouth the taste of the oues you
smuggle across the Uio Grande and

like—because they are smuggled."
It was late in the afternoou and buslKess for the day had euded. Zizzbaum
left Piatt with a half smoked cigar and
came out of the private oilice to son.
who was arranging his diamond scarfpin before a mirror, ready to leave.
"Abey," he said, "you will have to
take Mr. Piatt arouud tonight anu
show him tbiugs. They are customers
for teu years. Mr. Navarro auil 1 we
played chess every moment of spare
time when Ik* came. That is Rood, but
Mr. Piatt is a young man. and this Is
his first visit to New York. He should

easily."
"All right." said Abey, screwing the
guard tightly on his pin. "1*11 take him
amuse

After he's seen the Fiatiron and
he bead waiter at the Hotel Astor and
beard the phonograph play 'Under the
Old Apple Tree' it'll be half past 10,
and Mr. Texas will be ready to roll up
in ills blanket. I've got a supper engagement at 11:30. but he'll be all to
the Mrs. Wluslow before then."
Th next morning at 10 Piatt walked
into the store ready to do business
lie had a buucb of hyacinths pinned
Zlvr/baum himself wait
_>n his lapel.
•d on him. Navarro & Piatt were good
I'ust» :;:ers and never failed to take

on.
ι

their discount for cash.
-.Mil what did you think of our lit·
tie town'/" asked Zlzzbaum. with the
fatuous Mull»· of the Manbattanlte.
"1 shouldn't care to live in it." said
"Your son and I knocked
ι he Texan.
around quite a bit last night. You've
got good water, but Cactus City Is bet

lit up."
"We've got a few lights on Broadway. don't you think, Mr. Piatt?"
"And a good many shadows," said
Piatt. "I think I like your horses best
I haven't seeu a crowbalt since I've

ter

been in town."
Zlzzbaum led him upstairs to show
the samples of suits.
"Ask Miss Asher to cotne," he said

clerk.
Miss Asher came, and Tlatt of NaClean Stables Better than Tuberculin. varro & Piatt felt for the first time the
of romance aud
Dr. Austin Peters, chief of the Massa- wonderful bright light
He stood stll!
chusetts State cattle bureau, declared glory descend upon him.
recently that cleai\ stables were of more us a granite cllfT above the Canyon of
value in obviating the danger arising the Colorado, with his wide open eyes
from milk than a crusade against tuber- fixed upon her. She noticed his look
culosis. He said that wholesale killing and flushed a little, which was con
and that a physical inwas useless,
trary to her custom.
spection was all that was necessary to
Miss Asher was the crack model of
determine the condition of suspected
She was of the blond
Zizzbauui & Son.
cattle. I)r. Peters said that tuberculin
type known as "medium." Her measwas used in Massachusetts only at the
went the required 38·
request of cattle owners. At the deten- urements even
She
tion stations every imported cow for 25-42 standard a little better.
dairy purposes is tested twice; a cow, ifti had been at Zlzzbaum's two years and
Her eye was
excited, will sometimes respond to knew her business.
tuberculin on the first test. Even under
but cool, and had she choseu to
bright,
the double test method mistakes occur match her
gaze agaiust the optic of
as out of 275 cattle killed in the Brighthe famed basilisk that fabulous mon
failed
after
in
IDOti
tests,
eight
ton yard
have wavered and
This, declared Dr. ster's gaze would
to reveal lesions.
Incidentally she kuew
Peters, is a very small proportion. He softened first
said that probably there are more deaths, buyers.
of
many times over, caused by neglect
"Now. Mr. Piatt," said Zlzzbaum.
stables and improper care of milk than "I want you to see these princess
to
transmitted
from boviue tuberculosis
gowns m the light shades. They will
human beings.—New England Farmer.
This
be the thing In your climate.
If you please. Miss Asher."
first.
Better Society In Town.
Swiftly In and out of the dressing
Mrs. Ben says that she wants to get room the
prize model flew, each time
into better society than the country
a
new costume and looking
wearing
affords. They bought a 11200 house in
more stunning with every change. She
town, and on the same block they will
self possession be
have, as neighbors, a saloon keeper and posed with absolute
who stood
a butcher who whips his wife. They are fore the stricken buyer,
half a block from a livery stable and one tongue tied and motionless while Zlzzblock from a blacksmith shop, so I guess baum orated ollily of the styles. On
that society doings will be brisk around the model's face was her faint. Imthere.
personal professional smile that seemed
No chickens, uo cow, no pig in the
to cover
somjthln? like weariness or
pen, no garden, no truck patch, no wheat
contempt.
"no
in the mill, and as the boy said,
When the display was over Piatt
Now 92 a day
uothing," only $2 a day.
was a
is about 1000 a year, holidays and Sun- seemed to hesitate. Zlzzbaum
days left out, and Ben can not be sure of little anxious, thinking that his cusHis wife tomer might be inclined to try elsefull 300 days' work In a year.
won't be able to sell 140 worth of butter, where.
But Piatt was only looklug
and $50 worth of poultry, as she did over lu his mind the best bulldlug sites
a
last year, and buying Hour at 17.50
In Cactus City, trylug to select one od
barrel is a different thing from having
which to build a house for his wife to
bushels
and
own
wheat
selling fifty
your
be. who was just then lu the dressing
more than yon need for Hour.—Farmers'
room taking oflf an evening gown of
Voice.
lavender and tulle.
Tou are not done with yoar summer's
"Take your time, Mr. Piatt," said
brush
work unless you have cut out the
"Think it over tonight
Zlzzbaum.
fences.
the
corners
of
and «tuff from the
You won't find anybody else meet our
to a

ladies. Wouldn't you like a nice young
lady to take out to dinner this evening? Miss Asher, now, is a very nice
young lady; she will make It agreeable
for you."
"Why. she doesn't know me," said
Piatt wonderlngly. "She doesn't know
anything about me. Would she goΤ
I'm not acquainted with her."
"Would she go?" repeated Zizzbaum,
"Sure, she
with uplifted eyebrows.
would go. I will introduce you. Sure,
she would go."
He called Miss Asher loudly.
She came, calm and slightly contemptuous, In her white shirt waist
and plain black skirt.
"Mr. Piatt would like the pleasure of
your company to dinuer this evening."

said Zizzbaum, walking away.
"Sure," said Miss Asher, looking at
"I'd be much pleased
the ceiling.
Nine-eleven West Twentieth street
What time?"
"Say 7 o'clock."
"All right, but please don't come
ahead of time. I room with a schoolteacher, and she doesu't allow any gentlemen to call in the room. There isn't
any parlor, so you'll have to wait in

the hall. I'll be ready."
At half past 7 Piatt and Miss Asher
eat at a table in a Broadway restaurant. She was dressed in a plain, filmy
black. I'latt didn't know that it was
all a part of her day's work.

Piatt took

her to the door of her

She looked at
ute In the vestibule.
him with such scorn In her eyes that
even bis heart of oak began to waver.
His arm was halfway around her
waist when she struck him a stinging
blow on the face with her open band.
As he stepped back a ring fell from
somewhere and bounded on the tiled
floor. Piatt groped for it and found it
"Now, take your useless diamond
and ko, Mr. Buyer." she said.
"This was the other one—the wedling ring," said the Texan, holding the
smooth gold band on the palm of his
aand.
Miss Asher's eyes blazed upon him
In the half darkness.
9
Did
"Was that what you meant?

you"—
Somebody opened the door from in-

side the house.
"Good night," said Piatt "I'll see you
at the store tomorrow."
Miss Asiier ran up to her room and
shook the schoolteacher until she sat
up In bed ready to scream "Fire!"
"Where is it?" she cried.
"That'9 what I waut to know," said
the model. "You've studied geography,
Emma, and you ought to know. Where
Is a town called Cac-Cac-Carac—Caracas City, 1 think they called it?"
"How dare you wake me up for
that?" said the schoolteacher. "Caracas Is in Venezuela, of course."

that the cause of coughing is the cause
of our survival. That cause is mimicry. Mimicry Is a better life preserver
For by
tbnn fleetness or strength.
mimicry we manage not to attract attention, and in prehistoric times they
who attracted attentlou were huuted
down by the tribe and roasted for dlnrier or hunted down by the suber tooth

tiger aud taken

raw.

"Since those dark days mimicry has
been Instinctive with us. Mimicry is
what causes us to follow the fashions.
It causes us, when in England, to say
'cawu't* and 'lawf.' If your friend
If
yawns, you yawn—that's mimicry.
he laughs, you laugh—mimicry again
If he suuille.s, you snuffle—mimicry
And if lie coughs in church, straightHt stood still us a granite ell·'
way you and all the rest of the conw it it tne unobtrusive aid of a good gregation cough, the reason being the
waiter he managed to order a respecta same one which saved our forefathers
bie «limier minus the usual Hnu.hvav from extermination."—New York Press.
Miss Asher Hashed upon him a daz-

Famous Flogger».
Among English schoolmasters whose

have
posterity
with the dubious reputation of great
of
Westminster
"Why. certainly," said I'latt. "Any- floggers Dr. Busby
school Is the generally acknowledged
thing you want."
"A dry Martini." she said to the chief.
Of him It Is recorded that, one of his
waiter.
When it was brought and set before head boys having insulted a young
her I'latt reached over and took u French viscount who came to the
school to demand satisfaction, he flog
away.
ged the viscount first for the blood
"What Is this?" he asked.
to

drink?"

names

come

down to

she asked.

"A cocktail, of couine."
"I thought it wns some kind of tea
you ordered. This is liquor. You can't
drink this. What is your first naineV"
"To uiy Intimate friends." said Miss
"
Asher freezingly. "it Is 'Helen.'
"Listen. Helen." said Piatt, leaning
"For many years evover the table.
ery time the spring tlowers blossomed
out on the prairies I got to thinking of

thirsty Intentions

ana

uext

uis

rrieno

who was the bearer of his challenge.
Dr. Valpy, too, who edited an edition
of the classics, was a potent wlelder of
the rod. Archdeacon Groom, who was
α pupil of his, tells a story in Illustration of his prowess. One of tho boys
hHd been flowed by the redoubtable
dominie, and the lad's father came to

complain.
"Sir," said Valpy to him, "I flogged
somebody that I'd never seen or heard
of.
I knew it was you the minute I your son because he richly deserved it
I'm going back If he again deserves It, I shall flog
saw you yesterday.
home tomorrow, and you're going with him again, and," rising. "If you come
I know It. for I saw it in your here, sir, Interfering with my duty I
me.
eyes when you first looked at me. You shall flog you."
The parent tied.
needn't kick, for you've got to fall into
Here's m little trick I picked oui
you on my way over."
He flicked a two curat diamond soli
taire ring across the table. Miss Asher
dipped It back to him with her fork.
"Dou't get fresh," she said severely.
"I'm worth $100,000.' said Piatt. "I'll
build you the finest house in west
line.

for

A Wonderful Bowman.
The Romans were very skillful bowmen, although they discarded the weapon In warfare, trusting to the charge

Many
and to hand to hand tightiug.
of the Roma* emperors were famous
archers. It is said that Domltian would
place boys In the circus at a consider

Texas."
"You can't buy me, Mr. Buyer," said able distance from him and as the;
Miss Asher. "If you bad $100.000,000 held up their hands with the finger?,
I didn't thiuk I'd have to call you outstretched he would seud the arrows
down. You didn't look like the others between them with such nicety and ac
to me at first, but I see you're all curacy of aim that he never inflicted a
alike."
wouud.
Coinmodus
wicked
The
emperor
"All who?" asked Piatt.
"All yoG buyers. You think because boasted that he never missed his aim
we girls have to go out to diuner with or failed to kill the wild beast that he
lie would
you or lose our jobs that you're privi- shot with a single arrow.
leged to say what you please. Well, set a shaft In his bow as some wild
forget It. I thought you were differ- beast was set free In the circus to deent from the others, but 1 see 1 was vour a living criminal condemned to
Just when the furious animal
mistaken."
die.
Piatt struck his fingers on the table was springing on his prey the emperot
with a gesture of sudden, illuminating would strike It dead at the man's feet
•satisfaction.
Sometimes 100 lions were let loose at
"I've got It!" he exclaimed almost once In order that he, with 100 arrows,
"The Nlcholsou place over
the north side. There's a big grove
of live oaks and a uatural lake. The
old house can be pulled down and the
new one set farther back."
"Put out your pipe," said Miss Ash"I'm sorry to wake you up, but
er.
you fellows might as well get wise,
I'm
once for all, to where you stand.
supposed to go to dinner with you and
help jolly you along so you'll trade
with old Zizzy, but don't expect to

hilariously.

on

find me In any of the suits you buy."
"Do you mean to tell me," said
Piatt, "that you go out this way with
customers and they all—they all talk
to you as I have'/"
"They all make plays," said Miss
Asher. "But 1 must say that you've
got 'em beat In one respect. They generally talk diamonds, while you've ac-

tually dug one up."
"How long have you been working.
Helen?"

"Got my name pat, haven't you?
I've been supporting myself for eight
years. I was a cash girl and a wrapper and then a shop girl until I was
grown, and then I got to be a suit
Mr. Texas Man, don't you
model.
think a little wine would make this

dinner a little less dry?"
"You're not going to drink wine any
It's awful to think how—
more, dear.
I'll come to the store tomorrow and get
I want you. to pick out an auyou.
tomobile before we leave. That's all
we need to buy here."
"Oh, cut that out—if you knew bow
sick I am of hearing such talk."
After the dinner they walked down
i'roadway and came upon Diana's litThe trees caught
le wooded park.
Piatt's eye at once, and he must turn
riong under the winding walk beneath
The lights shone upon two
•hem.
•irlght tears in the model's eyes.
Piatt
like that." said
"I dou't
'What's the matter?"
"Don't you mind," said Miss Asher
"Well, It's because—well. 1 didn't think

"Sure," said the waiter, calculating
the size of the tip promised by the
careful knot of Morley'e tie. "There's
the buyers from the dry goods stores
lii the south during August and honey·
mooners from Staten Island, and"—
"Wrong!" said Morley, chuckling
happily. "The answer Is just—meu,
women and children. The world—well,
say New York and as far as summer
boarders can swim out from Long
Two
Island—Is full of greenhorns.
minutes longer on the broiler would
have made this steak lit to be eaten

boarding bouse. They stood fora min-

Why W· Ar· All Mimic·.
"If we did not cough in church, the
human race would not exist." Aud the
professor, twiddling a piece of chalk
In his band, regarded the sophomores
with a quizzical smile.
"What I mean," he continued, "is

zling smile.
"Mayn't I have something

ûeicl conversation witù any one. "it is
It is something else that
not thnt
amuses me.
Do you kuow what three
divisions of people ore easiest to overreach In transactions of all kinds?"

you were that kind when I first saw
ion.
But you are all alike. And now
will yon take me borne, or will I have
to call a cop?"

"What's It like?"
"Why, It's principally earthquakes
und negroes and monkeys und malarial
fever and volcanoes."
"I don't care." said Miss Asiier
blithely. "I'm going there tomorrow."

preliminaries.
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With arrows the
might kill thein.
beads of which were semicircular lie
would never the nocks of ostriches In
full flight.
A TaUnt For Balancing.
Τ be pleasant coffee room of the old
Star and Garter at Richmond, which
was burned down In 1800, was patronized by England's statesmen, politicians
and writers. On Snturday evenings It

regularly visited by a middle aged
gentleman of rather broad stature,
was

with gray hair and a large shirt collar
which formed a conspicuous feature In
He would dine always
his attire.
alone at a particular corner table, and
after dinner it was his humor to build
up before him a pyramid of tumblers
and winegla&ee, which he topped with
Occasionally the whole
a
decanter.
structure would topple over and litter
the table with Its rulus. Then the middle aged gentleman would rise, pay
his bill, including the charge for
broken glass, and depart The waiters
knew him well. He waa Thomas BabIngton, Lord Macaulay.

Curious Greetings.
▲ French journal has been looking
into the question of how different races
express the colloquialism "How do you
do?" and presents some curious exam
pies. The Koreans, for instance, do
not give or Imply any offense when
they greet each other with the remark.
"You do look old." Persians say. "May
Allah preserve your beard and cover
It with benedictions." Among α tribe
of Fiji islander* the correct form of
ealutatlon la to pull one'· ear. A Caroline islander kneels before his friend,
whose foot he grasps and slaps himself
vigorously in the face with It In the
Sudan a traveler was addressed by a
native chief as "Mighty sun," the said
chief finishing up with "Glory to thee,
Ο splendid moon," the remark being
accentuated by expectorating In the
traveler's right hand.

By Ο. HENRY.
[Copyright. 1906, by the S. S. McCluro Co. |
beaucuamp morLEY sauntered across Union
square with u pitying look ut
the hundreds that lolled upon
the park benches. They were a motley
lot, he thought; the men with stolid,
animal, unshaven faces; the women
wriggling and self conscious, twining
and untwining their feet that hung
four Inches above the graveled walks
Were I Mr. Carnegie or Mr. Kocke
feller I would put a few millions in my
lnside pocket and make an apixdnt
ment with all the park commissioners
(around the corner, if necessary) and
arrange for benches in all the parks of
the world low enough for women to
sit upon and rest their feet upon the
ground. After that I might furnish
libraries to towns that would pay for
'em or build sanitariums for crank
professors and call 'em colleges if I

Hastings

by

a gentleman, Francois."
"If yez t'lnks It's on de bum," said
the waiter, "OI'll"—
Morley lifted hie hand In protest-

slightly martyred protest.
"It will do," he said magnanimously
"And now, green Chartreuse, frappe

and a demitasse."
Morely went out leisurely and stood
on a corner where two tradcful arteries
of the city cross. With a solitary dime
In bis pocket he stood on the curb
watching with confident, cynical, smiling eyes the tides of people that flowed
past him. Into that stream he must
cast his net and draw llsh for his
Good
further sustenance and need.
Iznak Walton had not the half of his
self reliance aud bait lore.
A Joyful party of four—two women
and two meu—fell upon him with cries
of delight. There was a dinner parly
Where had he been for a fortnight
on.
past? What luck to thus run upon
him! They surrounded and engulfed
He must Join them—tra-la-lahim.
and the rest
One with a white hat plume curv
ing to the shoulder touched his sleeve

wanted to.

Women's rights societies have been
laboring for mauy years after equality

with man. With what result? When
they sit on a bench they must twist
their ankles together and uncomfortably swing their highest French heels
clear of earthly support Begin at the
bottom, ladles. Get your feet on the
ground and then rise to theories of
mental equality.

Hastings Beauchamp Morley
carefully and neatly dressed. That

was
was

the result of an instinct due to his
birth and breeding. It Is denied us to
look further into a man's bosom than
the starch on his shirt front, so It Is

and cast at the others a triumphant
look that said, "See what I can do
walks
and
his
left to us only to recount
with him?" and added her queen's
conversation.
eoiumand to the invitations.
Morley had not a cent in his pockets,
"I leave you to lmnRlne," said Morbut he smiled pityingly at a hundred
ley pathetically, "how It desolates me
no
who
had
ones
unfortunate
grimy,
But my friend
to forego the pleasure.
more and who would have no more
Carruthere of the New York Yacht
when the sun's first raye yellowed the
club Is to pick me up here In his motor
tall paper cutter building on the west
car at 8."
would
side of the square. But Morley
The white plume tossed, and the
Sundown had
have enough by tlicu.
quartet danced like midges around an
seen his pockets empty before, but sun
nrc light down the frolicsome way.
rise had always seen them lined.
First he went to the house of «
clergyman o(T Mndlsou uveuuo a:id presented a forged letter of Introduction
that holily purported to issue from a
pastorate in Indiana. This netted him

$5 when backed up by a realistic romance of a delayed remittance.
On the sidewalk twenty steps from
the clergyman's door a pale faced fat
man huskily enveloped him with a
raised red list and Lite voice of a bell
buoy, demanding payment of an old

score.

The world Is a rock to you, no doubt,
but you must be un Aaron and smite
Then things better
It with your rod
tbnn water will gush out of it for you.
That is what the world is for. It gives

to me wliit -ver I want from it"
"God baa blessed you," said the old
man.
"It Is only work that I have
known. And now I can get no more."
"I must go home," said Morley, rising and buttouing his coat "I stopped
I hope you
here only for a smoke.
may find work."
"May your kindness be rewarded this
night," said the old man.
"Oh," said Morley, "you have your
wish already. I am satisfied. I think
good luck follows me like a dog. I
am rfor yonder bright hotel ucross the
And what a
square for the night
moon that is lightlbg up the city tonight! I think no one enjoys the moonlight and such little things as I do.

Well, a good night to you."
Morley walked to the corner where

he would cross to his hotel. lie blew
slow strenmera of smoke from his
cigar heavenward. A policeman passing saluted to his benign nod. What a
fine moon It was!
The clock struck 9 as a girl Just entering womanhood stopped on the corner, waiting for the approaching car.
She was hurrying as If homeward

employment or delay. Her eyes
clear and pure; she was dressed
In simple white; she looked eagerly for
the car and neither to the right nor the
from

were

left

Morley knew her. Eight years before he hud sat on the same bench
with her at school. There had been no
sentiment between them—nothing but
the friendship of Innocent days.
-But lie turned down the side street
to a quiet spot and laid his suddenly
burning face against the cool iron of
a

lamppost and said dully:
I wish I could die!"

"God,

Flinty Pknt Cover·.

Wheu Sir Humphry Davy was a boy
about sixteen, a little girl came to blm
1n great excitement:
"Humphry, do tell me my these two
pieces of cane make a tiny spark of
light when I rub them together?"
Humphry was a studious boy, who

spent hours In thinking out scientific
He patted the child's curly

problems.

bead and said:
"I do not know, doar. Let us see If
they really do make a Unlit, aud then
we will try to tiud out why."
Humphry soou found that the little
girl was right. The pieces of eaue if
rubbed together quickly did give a
tiny light. Then he set to work to find
out the reason, and after some time,
thanks to the observing powers of his
little friend and his own kindness to
her in not Impatiently telling her not
to "worry," as so many might have
done, Humphry Davy made the first

of his interesting discoveries. Every
reed, cane and grass lias an outer skin
of flinty stulT, which protects the Inside from Insects and also helps the
frail looking leaves to stand upright.

"Why, Bergman, man." sang Morley
1 was jusi
dulcetly. "is this youï
ou my way up to your -place to settle
That remittance from my aunt
up.
arrived only this morning. Wrong adCome up to
dress was the trouble.
the corner and I'll square up. Glad to
see you. Saves me a walk."
Four drinks placated the emotional
Bergman. There was an air about
Morley when he was bucked by money
in hand that would huve stayed off a
When he
call loan at Hothscbllds'.

Table Manners in Old Franoe.
Could we restore for half an hour the
dinner table of old France and oliiain
half a dozen lustantaneous photographs of a royal banquet at any era
between the reigns of Frauds I and
Louis Quatorze such u "cataract of
laughter" would Ite heard as might
disturb the serenity of Louis in paradise. The duchess, her napkin tied sewould be seen
curely round her neek,
mumbling a bone, the noble marquis
surreptitiously scratching himself, the
belle marquise, withdrawing her spoon

was penniless his bluff was pitched
half a tone lower, but few are competent to delect the difference in the

11 et OS.

"You gum to mine blace und bay
tomorrow, Mr. Money, saiu uergman.
"Oxcuse me dat 1 dun you on
der street But I haf not seen you in
dree mont'. Pros't!"
Morley walked away with a crooked
smile on his pale, smooth face. The
German
softened
drink
credulous,
amused him. He would have to avoid
Twenty-ninth street In the future. lie
me

rro:n

I

"On the «'ay we'll have some chocolatés.*

Morley ntood, turning over and over
the dime In his pocket and laughing
gleefully to himself.
"
"
be chanted under his
'Front,'
breath; "'front' does it. It is trumps
How they take It in!
In the game.

I

I
:

I

had not been aware that Bergman ever
went home by that route.
At the door of a darkened house two
squares to the north Morley knocked
with a peculiar sequence of raps. The
door opened to the length of a six

I Men,

women aud chlldreu—forgeries,
water nud suit lies—bow they all take
I In!"
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with It, another fair creature
scouring hor plate with her broad, a
gallant courtier using bis doublet or
tbe tablecloth ns a towel for bis fingers ntnl two footmen holding a yard
of damask under α lady's chin while
she emptied her goblet nt η draft. During a feast of inordinate length It was
sometimes necessary to substitute a
clean cloth for tbe oue which tbe carelessness or bad manners of the guests
bed reduced to α deplorable condition.
sauce

I An old man with an 111 fitting suit, —"An Idler In Old 1'rance."
I A struggling gray beard and a corpuI lent umbrella hopped from the con·
The Midget Snakes.
I glomeratton of cabs and street cars to
"I «ce by your paper." says a correI the sidewalk at Morley'e side.
want to find a man
"that
I "Stranger," said be, "excuse me for spondent. tell a you
with the
make

Inch chain, and the pompous. Important black face of an African guardian
imposed itself in the opening. Morley
was admitted.
In a third story room In an utmosphere opaque with smoke he hung for
ten minutes above a roulette wheel.
Then downstairs he crept, and was out-

troubling you, but do you know any-

body in this here town named Solomon
lie's my son, and I've
Smothers?
como down from Ellenville to visit
Be darned If I know what 1
him.

I

sped by the important negro, jingling
In his pocket the 40 cents In silver that I

remained to him of his five dollar cap- I done with bis street and number."
ital.
At the corner be lingered, un- !
"I do not, sir," said Morley, half
leelded.
I closing his eyes to veil the Joy in
Across the street was a drug store, them. "You had better apply to the
well lighted, sending forth gleams
police."
from the German silver and crystal o(
"The police!" said the old man. "I
and
Along
fountain
Its soda
glasses.
I ain't done uothln' to call in the police
came a youngster of five, headed for
about. I just come down to see Sol
the dispensary, stepping high with tht
Ue lives in a live story house, be
of a big errand, posslblj
to which his advancing age had
In his hand
earned him promotion.
he clutched something tightly, public

writes me. If you know anybody by
that name and could"—
"I told you I did not." said Morley
coldly. "I know no one by the uaine
of Smlthers, aud I advise you to"—
"Smothers, not Smithers," Interrupted the old man hopefully. "A heavy
sot man, sandy complected, about
twenty-nine, two front teeth out, about

'conséquence
one

I

story
wbo can
sound of originality to It. Here It Is:
Nearly forty years ago in tbe woods of
Indiana I captured three snakes, each
lésa than three and one-fourth inches
la length, a combined length of le·*
than ten Inches, a little longer and a
Utttc larger In tbe middle than an old
Alfashioned wool darning needle.

were so small tbey
would crawl arouud wltb their heads
like
up and dart out tbeir tongues
in
larger snakes, I put these reptiles
an eight ounce bottle, and tbey bad
plenty of room to crawl around ou the
bottom of It without crowding. These

though these snakes

not the kind of snakes generally
tn bottles, but genuine snakes.
η
Among those who saw them was
minister of tbe gospel, and bo bud uot
been taking anything to make him seo
snakes either."—Emporia Gazette.
were

seen

|y, proudly, conspicuously.
Moreley stopped him with his win
nlng smile and seft speech.
"Me?" said the youngster. "I'm doln I
Sh<
to the drug 'tore for mamma.
Th· Pirates.
iave me a dollar to buy a bottle ol I five foot"—
The Chicago News fails to name the
"
exclaimed
Morley.
med'cln."
"Oh, 'Smothers!'
hero of this story, but has it that the
"Now, now, now!" said Morley. "Suet
"Sol Smothers? Why, he lives In the
rlsltor to the home of a well known
errand!
said
be
to
doing
a big man you are
next bouse to me. I thought you
Hoosler Htate author found bis three
for mamma. I must go along with mj I 'Smlthers.' "
romping in tbe hallway.
youngsters
little mau to see that the cars don'1
Morley looked at his watch. You
"What are
playing, boys?" he
And on the way we'l I
run over him.
Or would h( Ί
have some chocolates.
rather have lemon drops?"
I
Morley entered the drug store lead
Ing the child by the hand. He present I
ed the prescription that had been wrap I

must have a watch. You can do it for
dollar. Better go hungry than fore·
go a gunmetal or the ninety-eight cent
one that the railroads—according to

α

these wutchmakers—are run by.
"The bishop of Long Island," said
I Morley, "was to meet me here at 8 to
pod around the money.
On his face was a smile, predatory II dine with me at the Kingfishers' club.
I But I can't leave the father of my
parental, politic, profound.
"Aqua pura, one pint," said he t< 11 friend Sol Smothers alone on the
"Sodium chloride, tei 11 street. By St. S within, Mr. Smothers.
the druggist.
grains. Fiat solution. And don't tr; I we Wall etreet men have to work!
to skin me. because I know all abou I Tired is no name for it! I was about
the number of gallons of H20 in thi 1 to step across to the other corner and
Croton reservoir, and I always use thi I have a glass of ginger ale with a dash
other Ingredient on uiy potatoes."
I
"Fifteen cents," said the druggist • I
with a wink, after he had compounds 'I
the order. "I see you understand phar I
macy. A dollar Is the regular price."
"To gulls." said Morley smilingly.
]
He settled the wrapped bottle care I
fully in the child's arms and escorte* I
him to the corner. In his own pocke (
he dropped the 85 cents accruing t I
him by virtue of his chemical knowl I

edge.

"Look out for the cars, sonuy." h
said cheerfully to his small victim.
Two street cars suddenly swooped li
opposite directions upon the youngstei
Morley dashed between them aiii
pluned the Infantile messenger by th
Tbei
neck, holding him in safety.
from the corner of his street he sen '

I
I
I
I
I
I

him on his way, swindled, happy am '1
sticky with vile, cheap candy from th

Italian's fruit stand.
Morley went to a restaurant uud oi I
dered a sirloin and a pint of Inexpen
He laughe II
slve Chateau Breuille.
noiselessly, but so genuinely that th I
waiter ventured to premise that goo< 11
newsi had come his way.
"Why, no," said Morley, who seldoi » «
■

j

of sherry when you approached me.
Vou must let me take you to Sol's
But before wc
house, Mr. Smothers.
take the car I hope you will Join mo
In"—
An hour later Morley seated himself
on the end of a quiet bench in Madieon square with a twenty-five cent
cigar between his lips and $140 in
deeply creased bills in his inside
pocket. Content, light hearted, Iron
leal, keenly philosophic, he watched
the moon drifting in and out amidst
An old, raga maze of flying clouds.
ged maa with a low bowed head sal
at the other end of the bench.
Presently the old man stirred and
1c
looked at his bench companion.
Morley'e appearance he seemed fo rec
ogulze something superior to the usual
nightly occupants of the benches.
"Kind sir." he whined, "if you could
spare a dime or even a few pennies tc
who"—
Morley cut short his stereotyped op
peal by throwing him a dollar.
"God bless you!" said the old man
"I've l>een trying to find work for"—
"Work!" echoed Morley. with Ills ring
log laugh. "You are a fool, my friend

one

inquired.

you

"We are playing pirates," elucidated

the smallest.
"Pirates?
Why. bow can you play
pirates in Iudlana? There are uo seas
bordering on this state."
"Oh, we don't ueed any aeas. We
are literary pirates, like pa."
And lire minutes later κ chorus of
yells from behind the barn told thut
the band that wields tbe [ten can also
wield the shingle.

Outside of Hi· Practice.
"All that is the matter with you, sir,"
said the eminent physician after a
thorough examination, "is lack of nutrition. You don't eat enough."
"I cat all I can hold, doctor," said

the attenuated caller.
"Then you need to have your capacity enlarged, and that's a cuse for α
Good
Five dollars, please.
surgeon.
morning."—Chicago Tribune.
Greatness.
There Is a kind of elevation which
It Is a
does not depend on fortune.
certain air which distinguishes us and
seems to destine us for great things.
It is a price which we imperceptibly
set on ourselves. Ry this quality we
usurp the deference of other men, and
It puts us, In general, more above them
than birth, dignity or even merit Itself.
-I.a Rochefoucauld.

A Coincidence.
"I'm afraid, George," said hit fiancee,
"that you are going from bad to
worse."
"Quite a coincidence," muttered
George. "That'a what Clara said when
I threw her over for you."
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Sunday School at 11 45·

Dr. Minnie M. Houghton I» ^
guests the p«t week, Mre. Myrti U
Saw typa, faat primi. electrl·
Joa PiDTUM
1 Green of Revere, Mm., Mr». F. a.
power, experteaced workmen and low prie·
Ricker end son of Turner, Maine, Mrs.
combine to uk^lU· department of oar boat
mm complete aad popular.
Lovina Osgood of East Sumner, Maine,
Mrs. Albert Newman of Arkansas City,
Kan Mr·. Ida Waterhouee of Atlantic,
iih«lx copuu.
of
Single Ceplea ef the Democrat are four oenta M«'. «d Misa Lillian Waterhouee
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during August both Wednesday and
Saturday evenings from 7:30
also Monday afternoons from 3 to 4.00

Mr·. Harlow. Poet Oflce.
Samuel T. White.
F. A. Shurtieff à Co.

Part· Hill,
West Parla,

a«c. i Ww

14th.
vited

Shurtieff'·

Sooth

>

Parie Hill, Friday evening, Aug.
Admission 25 cent· «oh. All m
Music by Swastika Orchestra.
Hamlin Memorial Hall will be open

Hall,

County
Drug Store.
Store.
Noyee' Drag
Stone'· Drag Store.
Alfred Cole, Poetmaater.

Parla,
Norway,

I
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and Mrs. George H. Cummings of
Mechanic Falls spent the past week at

For President,

William H. Taft, Wsimue°mR?i£n of the
nav^
few
here
For

I ar.»*k

Vice-President,

JAMES S. SHERMAN, I
of New York.
For Governor,

BERT M. FERNALD,
For Stat· Auditor,
of
For

to

HENRY H. HASTINGS,

·>«■
d.
frlena..b»d .
jno.t
lightful picnic at Streaked Mountain

I

For Judge of Probate,
of Bethel.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
of Probate,

U

The^BapUst

Sunday School picnic

I Tuesfay

Γΐ1"«?.°Ηη^οΙ

of Paris.

ALBERT D. PARK,

spent several

For County Treasurer,
of Paris.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,

Conntj Attorney,

of Rumford.

RALPH T. PARKER,

spend-

which was postponed on account of rain
Uill ïo to the Kate Maxim place on
of Bethel.
.s
of this week if the
fair, if stormy the picnic will be post

For Senator,

For

of Boston is

amhor.·.
HtoXkp^»
LtotuS

Congress,

of Canton.

Register

£

I B^rrolÎ I* Hooper

JOHN P. SWASEY,

For

P».ttr, Brooklyn, Ν T.; Mta Corn.ll·
Metealf, Mr. A. Pope, Providence R_I
Miss Β. M. Schleeinger, New York, Mrs.
S. A. True, Brookline Mass. 1
Bates, Salem, Mass. ; Mrs. A. M. Wm
low, Philadelphia; Miss C. T. Wendell,

Ado About Nothing" will be
read this week by the Beeches family.
Clock golf and a croquet tournament
are the popular out door games at The

I

P. HATCH,

Augusta.

Representative

on

I °^Much

of Poland.

CHARLES

oraieer
a
was
days last
leave of absence.
The latest arrivals at the Beeches are
Mr and Mrs. L. D. Pierce, Dr. S. W.
Thurber, New York; Mrs. ^Mgaret an
Misa Stedman, Boston; Miss Maoei

Birmingham

of Ohio.

days

'"judge^WUUam
I trip

I W0Rev

w^ther

Bo..»» I. th.

last week as guests of

a m Uy
ρ Potter
to the Rangeley Lakes last

made

G W. F. Hill was called sudden-

weekly

the death

ly to Sedgwick last
For County Commissioner,
Mrs. Hill's father, who ^as been sick
of Paris.
HENRY D. HAMMOND,
for a long time. On account of Mr
1 Hill's absence, there was no preaching
For Sheriff,
last Sunof Paris. service at the Baptist church
HIRAM R. HUBBARD,

lof

I

tlM

StprtMBUUTM
STANLEY BISBEE.
C. HOWARD LANE,
ORMAN L. STANLEY,
AUSTIN A. NELSON,
TEN BROECK W. STETSON
PEED S. SMITH,
Fm

to

Legislature,
of Rumierd
of Parla
of Porter
of Hebron
of Hartford
of Andover

Coming Eventa.
Aug. li.—Reunion of Twenty-third Maine Regl
ment, Bryant'· Pond.
Aug. 19.—Reunion Thirty-second Maine Regl

ment. Lake Auburn.
Aug. 27.—Oxford Pomona Grange fleld day
South Part·.
Sept. 1—Oxford Pomona Grange, North Water
ford.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

d'Jk.„d

A. S. Blabee
gave η temperance address at the M. E.
church m representative of the AntiSaloon League. It waa a nnlon service
and a good sized audience liatened to a
lecture well filled with convincing argumenta in tevor of prohibition. The compariaona of Maine and other atatea when
under lieenae and prohibition aet at reat
all argumenta in favor of any form of
lieenae.
Mr. John V. Holt and family of Andover, Mua., are spending a three weeks'
vacation with Mra. Holt's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. U. Purington.
Mr. Puahard went to Mechanic Falls
to visit Mra. Puahard'a parents and was
taken very ill. Latest reports are more
encouraging. The drug store ia run by
bia clerk, Harry Purington.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. met with the
President, Mrs. Ο. M. Mason. At the
close of an interesting meeting a picnic
lunch was served and the members enjoyed a pleasant social hour.
Prospect Hotel is running a full house
this season, not only permanent guests
but many auto parties are entertained.
Mrs. Dr. Tuell has been ill the past
week and her friends hope for a speedy

Sunday evening,

Cl-J ·£

L. P.rrle, Jr.. Will
Harold Cole went into camp west of the
river several days la·t week as a eort ο
experimental trip to see bowmuch food
would be required for three. A· tney
had nine to dinner one day it broke up
the calculation somewhat.
As so many of the men pl»ye» were
I nnt r»f town last week it was necessary
to postpone the mixed foursome tourna™
ment and an approaching
substituted which was wooι by Miss

Rev.

"Summer gives back all the beautiful things
That It holds In tender keeping;
Only oar loved who have taken wings,
They are gone beyond our weeping!
Ami the wandering zephyr sweetly sings
A dirge for our dear ones sleeping.

George A. Murphy
Percy Lumber Co.

is

working

for the

I

I
I

I

A'tîiur£,haw·
f*™^ °',ytV}'
...

I

Repeated Eye HeadacbM.
Ply Net.
Marked Down.
Appointment of Executor.
Carpenter·. Helper·, Ac.
A

I
I

How 1· Your Stomach ?
Cure· Cough· aad Colda.

Vjueen Quality.
Shirt Waist»
Part· Bakery.

Her· and There.
That *u rather a remarkable story

published a few day· since of so automobile carrying a somewhat distinguish-

ed party which became uncontrollable,

ran over a precipice nearly three hundred
feet hieh, turned over three times in the
air, and landed bottom up in the branches of a tree, holding the passengers safely in the closed top, ana no one except
the chauffeur seriously Injured. A full
report of the affair make· it evident that
the above-cited «tory was inaccurate in
The tree atood, not near
aom· detail·.
the foot of the precipice but on it· brink.
The automobile hit, not the branched
but the trunk of the tree. The passenger· were not impriaoned in the top,
but were thrown out when the machine
hit the tree. The car did turn over two
or three timea in the air, but it was
empty, the paaaengera having been
thrown out before the car went over the
precipice. With these exceptions the
remarkable story seems to have been
correct.

visiting Miss Hazel Donham.
Mr. and Mra. J. L. Bampos are spending the week in camp at Mathews Pond.
A large number of citizens attended
the picnic at Lake Auburn last week Friday, but the rain prevented the picnic
at Whitney Pond thia week Wedneaday.
Mra. H. A. Cuahman and Miss Daiay
Cuahman have gone to Camp Ellie, Saco,

week, returning Saturday.

John Dwinell, the new section forehas moved his family from Bryant's
Tond to this village, and they occupy
the west half of the "Beehive."
Grasshoppers are devouring many
kinds of garden vegetables, caterpillars
are injuring apple trees, and greedy
bugs are trimming potato vines to bare
man,

stalks.
for a few weeks.
Misa Mary Thompson of Portland ia
Denmark.
vlaiting her alater, Mra. Fred Sturtevant.
Mr. Leonard H. Blake was drowned
While Harry Barrows waa at church
last Sunday some one entered his bouse by the upsetting of a canoe Monday.
He was the oldest eon of Mr. and Mrs.
aod took 122 wbioh he bad left there.
Walter Blake. Funeral was held WedWest Lovell.
nesday at the house, Rev. Mr. LivingMra. Sarah Lord haa been with her stone of Bridgton officiating.
Mr. Sumner H. Smith and bride have
mother at J. H. Fox'a at Centre Lovell
returned from their bridal trip.
for a few daya.
Denmark base ball team was beaten
Nathaniel Fox and wife viaited bia slaa
ter. Mrs. Moses Harriman, at North Thursday afternoon in a gamo with
Lovell. Tueaday. He bought a cow of scrub team 7 to 3.
The dull weather the past few days
Wm. Gammon the same day.
W. S. Fox and wife and 6. W. An- has made baying a little backward on
drew* have been in Boston the paat the meadows.
Mr. Frank Alexander and wife of
—
week.
Christeen and Hazel Fox are stopping Bridgton have been spending a short vaThe death of Senator Allison of Iowa
cation with his mother and brother, Mrs.
make· the two Maine senators the two with their grandparents, Alonzo Lord
John Alexander and Fred Alexander.
oldest members of the senate in point of and wife.
Mra. Lizzie Andrews and daughter
Their terms of
contlnuoua service.
Mason.
eervioe are almost identical, Mr. Hale Thelma of Stow visited at Cora Nichols'
Mrs. E. A. Steady and three boys from
Tuoaday.
on the 4th ot
seat
his
taken
having
la hauling apool Berlin, Ν. H., visited her nncle, A. S.
Walter Laroque
March, 1881, and Mr. Prye on the 15th of
Bean.
the same month. It is quite likely that stripe for John A. Fox to Allen's Four
E. G. Mills is stopping at A. J. HutchMr. Allison's death may make Mr. Hale Corners.
inson's. He has been at Norway and
chairman of the committee on appropriaOxford.
Massachusetts and New Hampshire since
tions, a position which carries with it
Four members were added to the Con- last fall.
the distinction of leadership in the
Carroll Mills of Lewiston is visiting
gregational cburcb on Sunday, Miss Oena
senate.
Whyte and Miss Bessie Newport by tils aunt and other friends.
Mrs. Fernald of Pittsburg, Pa., is visbaptism and confession of faith, Mr. and
Professor Adama, the statistician ol Mrs. Frank Keene were admitted from iting her sister, Mrs. Douglas Cushing.
the Interstate Commerce Commission, in other churches
Lots of dull and rainy weather making
A beautiful aolo was
predicting a rapid recovery of business, aung by Mrs. Denning, and after the it hard for the ones that have not got
expresses the theory that periods of service the sacrament of the Lord's Sup- done haying, but good weather to start
buaineaa depression, or panic·, are in- per was administered.
the dried and withered grass roots.
evitable in the constitution of human
Mrs. Miller celebrated her 78th birthNorth Waterford.
nature. Bnt he goes further than this, day on Sunday at the home of ber
and make· the panics periodical with daughter, Mrs. Sidney Edwards. Four
Walter Woodsum of Portland is visitabsolute regularity, once in every twenty generations were present. Two daugh- ing
his
grandmother, Mrs. Henry
year·, with ahort periods of lesser panic ters, Mrs. Edwards and Mrs. Stone, six Proctor.
this
basis
he
reckons
On
in between.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bean are rejoicgrandchildren and four great grandthe present depression from which we children.
ing over the birth of a little son.
recovered as one of the
have not
Jess Littlefield was operated on for
Clifton Chapman, a native and for a
leaser periods, reckoning the regular long time a resident of this town, died in appendicitis at the Sisters' Hospital
panics at the year· 1873, 1893, and has Boston, July 26, aged about 60 years. He Monday and is reported as a very bad
pat a danger aignal against 1913. His wm a volunteer in the War of the Re- case. His wife and son are with her
theory that panica are inevitable is sound bellion. He leaves a wife, one son and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Parris Paige,
and borne out by facts. But the attempt two sistera, Mrs. Imogene Hamilton of in his absence.
to establish an absolutely regular period Dexter, and Mrs. Ella Aldenof Plymouth,
The Gibbses have come to their cotof twenty years is a little far-fetched. He Maaa.
tage at Pappoose Pond.
should be bright enough to recognize
who
Mrs. Giles of Norway and Mrs. Millett
Miss Goodwin of East Hartford,
the fact that everything <s more rapid has been visiting Miss Nellie Hayes, re- of Waterford are visiting at Alphonzo
than It used to be, and that we may get turned to ber borne Monday.
Charles'.
around to another period of reaction in
Jack Matherson is with his family
Albert Parrott, with his wife and litBetter mark tle daughter, is visiting his aunt, Mrs. boarding at Fred Hazelton'e.
less than twenty years.
1907 as one of the panic periods, and let Louise Richmond.
1913 take care of itaelf for the present.
Norway Lake.
The Robinson Manufacturing Co. are
Sufficient under the day is ths evil there- running their mill on full time and talk
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Harris and
of.
of putting on extra hands for night Miss Florence Harris were at Dr. C. A
work.
Stephens' for a few days. They are from
Montclair, N. J.
fire
in
KenA
bad
stuff.
Whiskey's
Lock·'· Mills.
Miss Iva Kilgore is visiting in Portland
of
It
the
barrels
fire
to
set
47,000
tucky
Addison Bryant has returned from for a while.
other day, and it ran into a creek and
Herbert Kilgore is stopping at his
Milton and is at work on the town farm
made It a literal stream of fire, burning
buildings. Mrs. Bryant ia visiting at brother Webster's for a while.
bridges and cabins along the banks. But Mrs. Ida Crcoker's.
Alton Frost and Elden Hall spent last
there's 47,000 barrels less of the stuff In
Mrs. Clara Ridlon and Mrs. Dora Jack- week lu Farmington.
the oountry than there was.
Friends stopping at Miss Sbattuck's
son were at Alice Farrlngton's one day
last week.
returned to Massachusetts the 5th.
Political News and Notes.
The Misses Ethel and Bessie Lang of
It seems like Sabbath stillness for a
art of the people living here, the road
Boston are visiting their grandmother,
Mrs. Moses Knight.
eing shot np.
The Republican convention to nomiMrs. Ida Crooker and son Harold were
nate a candidate for congress in place of
North Buckfield.
in Lewiston Saturday, Aug. 1.
Hoa. Llewellyn Powers was held at BanMrs. E. L. Tebbets of Auburn is here
Mrs. Carol Farrar and son of Barbergor Thursday. Hon. Frank K. Guernsey for a few weeks.
town, Ohio, have been visiting at her
of Dover was nominated on the fifth balMr. and Mrs. L. H. Penley and Master father-in-law's,
Jefferson Farrar's,
lÇç.
lot. There had been a lively contest for Donald of
/
Ν.
were
in
town
for two weeks.
H.,
Berlin,
the nomination, the other candidates
over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Warren have
being George A. Murchie of Calais, Dr.
Mrs. Bert Sanborn of Bethel sp.wt gone to Connecticat on a visit.
D. A. Robinson of Bangor, Isaiah K.
Mr. John Barnee of Golden, Col., is
Sunday here.
Stetson of Bangor, «nd Stanley Plummer
here on a visit to his sister, Mrs. Fred
ot Dexter.
East Brown field.
Heald. Mr. Barnee is a native of SumThe annual fair of the Congregational ner.
"King Spruce" for Woods Lovers. Circle is to be held Wedneaday
afterMrs. Florence Champeon of Brockton,
Among the ntea in the national Forest noon and evening, Aug. 12, at Bradbury Mass., is visiting at her father's, I. D.
hit
of
sommer
Hall.
Fuller's.
Service ike most popular
P. B. Bradbury spent last week In
Miss Celia Dunham has been visiting
flotion Is a novel by Holman Day, King
their
Gifford
Boston.
friends
at Mechanic Falls.
Mr.
Pinchot,
Spruoe.
The Misses Goldthwaite of MassachuMr. B. F. Heald and Mr. and Mrs. A.
chief, calls Klag Spruoe one of the best
ntatnres of the woods he hns ever found. setts were guests of their aunt, Mrs. C. F. Mason were at the grove meeting at
Canton Ang. 2d.
He says It has an appreciation of forestry D. Fessendeu, last week.
Mrs. A. F. Johnson is entertaining her
Mrs. Olynthia Heald is in very poor
that ia keen and right, and the likelihealth at this writing.
hood also of doing a deal of good. But brother and family.
While Mrs. Annette McLucai was out
This Suborns and some of their friends
the story Itself la what holds the snthu-

fully

Ε

Mant of the woodsmen, who fight
well themselves for thsee forests.

so

one daj recently some one enberrying
ber ho us· tad stole

tered

aboat $18.

AT F. H. NOYES CO.'S

They Ar· Even Mop· Knowing Than
Our Own Meek Brand.
"Everybody knows that all mules
are braluy, but the mules of old Mexico bare something ou other mules for
a sort of prescience of their own," said
Mr·. Lntber Iriah ·pent lut week here bave flniahed baying, all reporting a light α man who has spent many years in
with her parents while Mr. Iriah attend- crop.
the neighboring republic. "A Mexican
Ifncb damage la being done by grassed the atate master at Angnata.
mule will do just so much work and
enof
oata
some
being
of
piecea
hoppers,
Mr. Bert Drummond and family
not a blamed bit more.
and
bv
of
leaves
them,
Mra.
of
atripped
tirely
home
Watervllle are at the
"The riding mule, for instance, is
Drummond'· parent·, Mr. and Mra. C. young orchards being greatly injured by
fully aware of the distance, down to a
their eating on the learea and bark.
H. Prince.
Hr. and Mra. Ed Tnell are vlaiting rel- rod, he is supposed and required to
Warren S. Shaw, of Dayton, Ohio, ia
here.
traverse In the progress of one travel•pending bia vacation with bia father, atives
Miaa Edith Bradford, the telephone ing day, and all the sharp sticks or
Wilaon Shaw. Mr. Shaw ia engaged in
EvMiaa
vacation.
la
a
operator,
taking
newapaper work in that town.
goads or dynamite on earth won't get
Mr. W. C. Spanlding and Mra. Lonlae elyn Oavia ia filling her place.
him to do a bit more than what be
ilegea.
two
excelMiller
G.
Rev.
C.
Cbaa.
preached
Mra.
and
Now, Dickvale, do you conaider it Spaulding of Cariboo
kuows to In? the correct distance. The
lent
aermona at tbe Univeraaliat church
are
of
Honlton
Benj.
vlaiting
proper for a modest, bashful maiden of Pogg
The bouse was well filled at Mexicans have got a peculiar saying in
Sunday.
Mr·.
Carrie
and
8paulding.
uncertain age to attend grove meetings Spanlding
This ia the fifth summer conuection with this characteristic of

or

visit bachelor

farm

houses alone?

John knows how to give a woman a
Misses Mason and Boothby have been
even
at tidy compliment of the real sort,
a
few
life
for
days
camp
enjoying
it be from afar off (can it be that
Postmaster Billings'
camp at Songo though
"distance lends enchantment"?) and we
Lake.
sure his heart is eternally young, in
Tuesday evening, Prof. Pepper of New are
it matters not whether the
York gave a concert at Odeon Hall which case
or front.
which was listened to by a most appre- number is back
Mr. and Mra. Harry E. Hamilton of
ciative audience. Prof. Pepper has a
arrived in town the
rare tenor voice and through oratorio, Greenfield, Mass.,
last of the week to visit Mra. Hamilton'a
The
at
his
was
best.
and
song
opera
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham.
professor has a large class in vocal music parents,
to Greenfield
who are taking the advantage of the Mr. Hamilton will return
Hamilton
to etudy under bis the first of this week, but Mrs.
rare opportunity
their three children will remain
training during his vacation in Bethel. and
about three weeks. Since their last visit
Friday evening, Prof, and Mrs. Chap- here a son has been born to
them, and
man gave a most interesting musical
in Garland Chapel for the benefit of the he is now a fine little fellow, just beginLadies' Club. The professor's "Victor" ning to talk.
W. S. Field of Dorchester, Mass., is
was used to give the audience the rare
Charles W. Field, and
hia
privilege of listening to the stars who visiting at father,
J. R. Tucker's.
have sung in the Maine Festival as well boarding
There was an interesting mothers'
as Miss Taw who is to be the star in the
last Thursday afternoon under
1908 festival. The records were secured meeting
of the local W. C. T. U.
at great cost and every one who attended the auspices
the weather was showery at the time
felt very grateful to Prof, and Mrs. As
the attendance was not so
Chapman for the rare opportunity afford- of theasmeeting
it otherwise would have been,
large
ed them.
in high terms of
Thursday, the Ladies' Club will hold but those present spoke
The program, which
its annual mid-summer fair with a sup- its helpfulness.
was arranged by the superintendent of
per and entertainment to follow.
Mrs. S. T. White,
Thursday evening, Mr. Reynolds, the purity department,
reader and impersonator, will appear in was as follows:
Hymn
Pattee Hall under the auspices of the 1. Singing
Rev. D. B. Ford
2. Scripture and Prayer
M. E. Society.
3. Membership Boll Call and Business
4. Singing, Help Each Other
Ladles' Quartette
West Bethel.
Mrs. H. P. Dcnnlton
5. Letter ot Greeting
"Fair August, sung the lr.ast of all the month»!
Bev. D. R. Ford
U. Paper, Observation
We fain wouM give some word of praise to
7. Singing, Just for To-day
Quartette
thee;
8. Story, Transformation of Elizabeth
Thou art the fullneis of the summer time,
Mrs. Ε. B. Stetson
Thy lavish bounties are to large and free.
Mrs. A. D. Swift
9. Reading, Two Pictures
10. Singing, Bringing In the Sheaves
June has a winning sweetness all her own;
Mother·'
followBox
on
Problems,
11.
with
martial
crown
her
bears
Question
pride;
up
July
ed by a very Interesting general discusBut thou, Ο August, brtng'bt first harvests home.
sion.
And scatters luscious fruitage far and wide."
Mrs. Lewis C. Bates presided at the

I

I
I

lira. Lottie Kennedy and children of
Mr. Allen Irish of Bath vu at the
Lewlrton bare been visiting at A. G.
borne of hie parent· over Sunday.
Mr. C. F. Gile end family are ·pending Farrar's.
lira. T. F. Abbott baa retnrned borne
the week at Mr. Gile'a camp at Bear
to Rumford.
Pond near North Turner.
Frank Young baa been working for
Mr·. Clara Pratt of Greenfield, Ma··.,
Biabee haying.
■pent Saturday and Sunday with friends Anttpaa
Nearly all the fermera in thia vicinity
here.

S.

C.

Withington

ia

viaiting

at C. S.

The whole matter might be solved by Child·'.
Mr·. Wm. Davee is at home from an
having a "Democrat picnic" aa you augrelative· in Massageat, in which case we wouldn't promise extended viait with
a thing about our cooking; John ia too chusetts.
Misses Grace Mayo and Alice Stewart
"fussy." We would like to say to East
Sumner that·, like most women, after we of Portland are at Gertrude Benson'a
have had a chance to have our say and for a week.
recovery.
Miaa Lena Iriah of Portland ia with
to forThe doctors have been very busy the find our bit of fault, we are ready
Mra. Emily Shaw.
and defend a friend.
give
week.
past
and eon Lawrence

Mrs. E. J. Bell, after a long illness,
seems to be improving in health.
Charles Rollins is again working as a
section band on the railroad.
Mrs. Fred Wheeler has returned to her
home in Wakefield, Mass.
Eggs have again advanced in price, and
24 cents per dozen is being paid this
week.
Miss Ethel Tibbetts of Sanford has
been a guest of Mrs. W. W. Goodridge.
Miss Ethel L. Allen's vacation is over,
Josephine Cole and
and she has returned to her place of
I tua w as given by Mr®· Atwood.
work in Brookline, Mass.
Walter Scribner and
Leap year is passing away, and no proMas»., were the guests of his brother, H.
I Tj Scribner, last week.
posal from one of the fair sex to this
The Golf Club tea next Saturday will date.
Loring Glines and wife of Boston arc
beeivenatThe Beeches, and all members and gueste of the club are invited. visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Danie!
There will be a putting match on the Glines.
Arthur M. Wbitten and family, of
clock golf green at The Beeches.
There will be a Children's Day con· West Somerville, Mass., are guests of bis
cert at the Baptist church next Sunday brother, Louis G. Wbitten, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Libby, and Mr.
evening.
and Mrs. Charles Libby and daughter of
neuron.
Gorham, Ν. H., were in this village last
Mr. and Mrs. Π. M. Cushman of Lynn,
Prof. L. G. ΛVbitten, head of the wholeMass., have been the guests of A. M.
sale post-card firm of Whitten A DenniRichardson thia week.
Mies Bertha Stratton of Lewiston ia •on, was in Massachusetts all of last

I

How dellghtfall We now have iwojnvitatlona, only it detract· aomewhat from
the enjoyment to feel that we tort of—
er—well—fiahed for them. Cnatard pie
la a good bait, thongh; we know that.
Jonn seema to think I ought to take
advantage of the privilege of leap year
and vlalt at Buckfield and I received a
poatal card from the East Sumner correhim at
apondent, anggeating that I meet
the Canton grove meeting. He doea not
aay whether he alao ia a back number,
bat we preaume not; however, thoae
things are a matter of peraonal opinion
—moatly. We want Dickvale to be refOne olaima to
feree. What ahall I do?
be old, the other lame, and It ia onr
opinion that they both are oranky.
They don't aeem to appreciate their prlv-

MULES OF MEXICO.

WMt

BockfMd.

Wwt Parte.
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meeting.

Mrs. Ella Reed and Mr. Burton L.
Reed of Boston are guests at Lewis M.
Mann's. Mrs. Reed is a sister to Mrs.
Mann.
Mrs. Anna C. Toung is visiting her son,
Rev. C. H. Young at North Anson.
Mrs. Samuel Estes, Jr., has returned
home and her mother, Mra. Ryerson,
who is in poor health, came with her
from Paris Hill.
The Lucky Leaf Club went Saturday
morning to Camp Comfort at Locke's
Mills for a three days' outing.
They
Abner H.
were accompanied by Mr.
Mann and Mr. J. F. Reed. Mr. Reed returned home Saturday night, the rest
of the party, numbering nine, remaining
until Tuesday. All but two of the club
were able to go and the party was chaperoned by Miss Brown.
J. H. Cole is at home for the present.
West Paris Grange had a supper Saturday, followed by a sociable in the

evening.

W. H. Pratt and his mother-in-law,
Mrs. Mary A. Allen, have returned here
and are housekeeping at Mr. Pratt'a
home. Mrs. Allen is in feeble health
and her sister, Mrs. Nellie Rowe of Rumford, recently came to visit her.

Mrs. Ε. J. Marston
went to Brewer Thursday for a visit to
her parent·.
Mrs. Marston and son Earl of Anburn
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Irish.
Mr. and Mr·. H. A. Iriah have been
•pending a week at Bailey'· Island.
Walter Tnrner and family and Pred
Holland and family are camping at
Swan Pond in Hartford.
J. M. Harlow and wife spent last
week at Bear Pond at the camp of C. P.

present, and more applications
they can accommodate.
Quite a good patronage now at the Summit Spring Hotel, and the August bookings are the best ever at this fine locaare

tion.

Tbe

for rooms than

Rangeley houses

are

well

Oiled, showing that the financial depression is not very severe in the oities. The
fact ia, Maine has attractions for summer
visitors that can not be resisted, and visitors will continue to multiply.

Byron.

Mr. Andrews of Canton is cutting the
grass on the Whitney place. He bas a
orew of men and three horse· and I·
doing the baying in a hurry.
Two heavy teams are hauling the birch
square· from the No. β mill to the station in Byron.
The teams from the west çnd have
nearly if not quite finished hauling the
strips from that mill to the station.
People are nearly done haying. Some
have finished. Grass on the high land
is better than was expected after tbe

drought.

A bountiful rain recently was a blessing. The fires at Bemis and vicinity

are

extinguished, and

freshed.

vegetation

re-

Dr. Stephen Taylor recently preached
in Hertford and
from New York u« occupying the Em- visited friends in that town and Back·
Bald.
ery cottage this summer,
it the M. E. church

letter in tbe Democrat of

Berries are

quite plenty

in

spite of

the

Lovell.

The Misses
summer

Pickering

home here

came

Saturday.

to their

Mr. and Mrs. Shultz gave a party at
the town hall Thursday evening in honor
of Jheir friend, Mies Woolsey.
The Union Pomona Grange met at
North Lovell with Kezar Lake Grange
Thursday. There was a large number
in attendance.
Bessie Knight has returned from Portland and is doing table work at Β. E.
Brown's.
There are about fifty summer boarders
at Brown's Camp· now and with the
other houses and summer homes well
filled it is very lively around the Center.
Rev. Lincoln Goodrich will preach at
the village Sunday forenoon at 10:30,
and Rev. Mr. Hinckley will preach at
the Center Congregational church the
same day in the afternoon and at the
village the 23d Inst, in the morning.

ask more of your mule than you should
ask of him, the mule will be able to
make the trip In two days. But if yon
attempt to drive the brute he'll soldier
on you, and in consequence the Journey will take you three days."—Ex-

mentioned that, in connection with that
map, there was published a book (of 344
pages, including 82 pages of advertisements) which was a directory of the
names and business of those who subscribed for the map.
The title of the
volume is
"A
Business Directory
of the

Subscribers
to the
New Map of Maine,
a Brief History and Description
of the State Prepared by

foregoing

East Sumner.

guests

news

May 5th, of the fact that Henry Francis
Walling'e map of Oxford County was
published half a century ago, it may be

Hon. Obadiab Gardner, Democratic
William Willis;
candidate for governor, addressed the
Also,
people of Buckfield Friday afternoon at
Valuable
Statistics
and Advertisements,'
Nezinecot Hall. Mr. Gardner confined
himself mainly to state issues.
and the volume's running title is "SubHall
There was a dance at Nezinecot
I prescribers' Business Directory."
sume that each subscriber for the map
Friday evening.
got a copy of the "Business Directory"
without extra charge—in other words
Bryant's Pond.
Mr. Jack Crockett of Boston was in that a subscription was a subscription
Your
for both the map and the book.
town Friday calling on relatives.
Isaac A. Hall and party arrived here Greenwood correspondent speaks of how
Monday night from Paterson, N. J. few of those whose names are on the
They made the trip in Mr. Hall's touring map are now living, and the same comcar, coming acroes Vermont and New ment can, I dare say, be made as to the
Hampshire to Gorham. Two more came small number still living of those who
by train Thursday, malting a party of subscribed for the map. The following
is the list which tbe "Business Directseven at tbe Hall cottage.
H. Alton Bacon with his crew of car- ory" just mentioned gives of those in
penters will commence next week on his the town of Greenwood who subscribed
contract to rebuild the school house in for the map, and your correspondent in
Locke's Mills village. It will takeabout that town will, undoubtedly, find that
a month to complete the job.
very few if any of them are now living:
Alva M. Andrews was in Guildhall, David W. Davie, phys. and surg., Locke's Mill»
Vt., last week, where he purchased two Benj. F. Parker, clergyman.
carloads of hay, one for the use of his Calvin Crocker, mercn. and de. master, Mills
Locke'·
Arm, and the other for G. W. Q. Perham. O.C.Houghton, merchant,
"
"
"
Mrs. Lewis Farnum of Sygotcb Is seri- Jeremiah Bartlett,
"
Patch,
City
ously ill; a trained nurse from Lewis ton George
Mote· Houghton, lam. man. and deal.
is caring for her. Dr. McCarthy of R u mLocke's Mills
"
"
Franklin Ruck, Alder River House,
ford is attending her.
"
"
shoe
maker
and
James
boot
LeBaron,
There seems to be quite a revival of
John Freeman, Jr., merchant,
religion in the east part of tbe town this Benj. G. Parker, carpenter,
farmer and shoemaker,
season through the efforts of Rev. Mr. Calvin Cole,
"
"
carpenter,
Giles of the Bath Advent church. John Cummlngs,
"
"
car. work,
James Dunham,
"
this
last
Sabbath.
Twelve were baptized
James H. Estes,
"
Tbe committee are still unable to find Daniel G. Holt,
W. H. Kendall,
any one to accept the poeition of superin- Ε. E. Russell,
"
"
tendent of schools made vacant by the Sylvanus Bartlett,
"
Barnard Gannon,
resignation of Elijah D. Cole.
"
Peter
B.
Buck,
Morse & Chadbourne of Waterford
"
Joslah Small,
"
have about three hundred thousand of D. G. Herrlck,
"
sawed lumber coming from Milton Plan- Edward Whittle,
"
tation which will be shipped to Portland. Ethel Stevens,
"
Asa
Jr.,
"
A large portion of it is pine and was cut S. P. Packard,
Everett,
"
on the Vinton Abbott farm.
Thomas Rrlirgs,
"
The fire company and aeveral of our Edward M. Yates,
"
Wm. Richard con,
"
citizens have recently purchased fire ex- Calvin
Richardson,
"
Enoch D. Stllce,
tinguishers of the best make.
"
George W. Caldwell, "
Herman N. Whittle,
"
Albany.
J. ft G. Kltield,
"
The eick ones all seem to be improv- Thomas P. Martin,
"
Charles McKenney,
"
ing.
Kraftjs Bryant,
"
Hawks are very bold this summer and Benj Russell, Jr.,
"
will come right close to tbe house after A.Cauldwell,
D. C. Verrill,
chickens.
John Garr;
tarry,
Roger Sloan has a very pretty little Enoch D. Styles,
net tue names "&nocn
family of coon kittens; two are gray and
in the

We always enjoy "John'·" letters,
Several aqueducts failed up in cousethey are so spicy.
quece of the bard drought, and tbe subfew apples in this
There will be
sequent rains have failed to start them town this fall. very
up, unless the storm of Wednesday and
The maple trees are nearly all bare,
the following night accomplished the
work of the maple caterpillar.
work. A good deal of rain fell, accom- the
Eggs are 24 cents; butter 25 cents.
panied by occasional thunder and lightMrs. Elliott Rich and son Harold of
ning.
at F. Q. Sloan's one night
Tbe green worms have denuded a vast Bethel visited
number of forest trees, and many are last week.
There will be a dance at the town
now leaving and are often seen crawling
house Aug. 15th.
along the roads, perhaps in quest of new
at North
Gertie Sloan is
foraging ground. When seen in that Stoneham for a shortworking
time.
position do all turn their "foot aside and
Clarence Briggs was in town recently.
let the reptile live," as Cowper sugP. β. Sloan has been laid up for sevgested?
eral days with rheumatism.
The Sabbath School at the Center has
The rain of Aug. 5th was very welgrown somewhat since its birth, and the
come.
little folks especially seem to enjoy it.
Bay is very light on most farms; other
Calling on the two men the other day,
who are living on the Cummings place, crops look well.
we found one of them, Mr. Harden, busiEast Bethel.
ly at work in his garden, while his comMrs. Etta Bean has gone to Rumford
panion, Mr. Willey, was spreading out
his washing on tho grass. That is keep- Palls for a few weeks dressmaking.
Mr. Will Holt has returned home from
ing what is known as bachelors' hall.
But tbe divine eaying that "it is not work at Canton.
Miss Margaret Whidden visited friends
good that man should be alone," will
hardly apply in that case, since there are here last week.
Miss Anna Hassett of Rumford, Mr.
two of them and they seem to be getting
along finely; better in fact than many a James Clark of Madison, and Mr. Herhusband and wife as the numerous bert P. Lyon of Rumford were guests of
Miss Amy Bartlett one day last week.
divorces show.
Mrs. S. K. Drew and daughter, Miss
Several men from this neighborhood
Massachusetts, were
are grading for the extension of the Lizzie Drew of
echoolhouse at Locke's Mills; 30 feet guests of Mrs. Etta Bean last Saturday
will be added, thus making it twice the and Sunday.
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett, Wm. B. Bartlett,
size of the present building.
After our beans were up and growing, Ο. B. Parwell and Lester Bean attended
a woodchuck came along and being well the Uniform Rank Knights of Pythias,
pleased with the situation made a sub- held in Buston last week and will visit
terranean home close by under the stone friends there this week.
wall. But he made a fatal mistake in
West Hartford.
doing so, as the sequel will soon explain.
A trap was set there, nicely covered with
The grove meeting at North Hartford
hie favorite leaves; and in the morning
Aug. 2d was a very interesting place for
there he was, (Irmly caught by hie hind me to
go to. The morning was fine and
to
leg; and being large and fat it proved
cool.
The services were very interestbe a case of what Mr. Greeley called the
The afternoon service was someing.
universal law, which was "eat and be what obstructed
by a slight shower.
eaten." And now, when the little kids The
singing was first-class. One lady
are aeked what w stands for, the answer
sang a few fashionable pieces which
comes:
were a leetle too tony for me, but it
W stands for woo<lcbuck, an unlucky chap;
showed what a woman could do wben
For eating our beans he was caugbt In a trap.
she got about it. There I met many old
The sudden death of John A. Page of friends and
acquaintances, and it seemed
West Minot, as reported last week, was
good to meet them at least once a year.
sad indeed, and rendered more so by his
Uncle William Foye, who has been
committing suicide. It was well known sick most of the winter and spring, is
that he was troubled with rheumatism, able to be out
He is visiting his
again.
but knew nothing more until Mr. Davis
daughter at Sumner Flat.
informed me of the fact in bis recent
Weeds are very numerous in the corn,
letter.
and flies are about the same in the house.
The Sumner Soldiers' Veteran Association will hold its annual meeting at the
Congregational church, East Sumner, on
Wednesday, Aug. 20. The election of
officers will occur at that date. Veteran
soldiers not members of the association
will al»o be welcomed.
The Sabbath Schools in the place are
to have a social picnic on Aug. 11th if
the weather is pleasant.
S. Robinson visited Poland Spring on
Saturday, and was the guest of Hon. E.
P. Kicker.
At both hotels over 500

wood

D. Stiles" ana "Enoch D. Styles" look
like variants of the name of the same
Scrutator.
man.

Republican Year.
the state the presage of a
Republican victory is "in the air," but
the entire campaign will afford no more
eloquent expression of this feeling than
was voiced by the Hon. Herbert M.
Heath in his great speech at the Bangor
convention when he said :
Gentlemen, this is to be a winning
We have
year in the state and nation.
for president in
an ideal candidate
is of
His
associate
Secretary Taft.
presidential size. The Republican party
was founded in Maine on old Franklin's
hills. It raised the flag of equal rights.
We have followed that flag for fifty years
and more and never a break in the step,
first for the Pathfinder under the lead of
the grand old Oartbagenian whom all
Hamlin of
Hannibal
Maine loved,
blessed memory, then for the emancipator, then for the uncrowned hero of
Appomatox, then for Hayes the peacemaker, then for the lamented Garfield,
then for the Plumed Knight, then for
Harrison, the eloquent, then for McKinley, the apostle of protection, then
for the great president of to-day, who
has done more for equal rights than any
The Republiman since the Civil War.
can party is again a people's party under
the leadership of Theodore Roosevelt.
It will continue in that faith under the
administration of William H. Taft. This
ia no year for Maine to falter. Millions
in other states are looking for Maine to
lay strong and well the first stone in the
wall of corporate regulation the Republican party is building to withstand the
rising tide of socialism. It is the hour
for u· all to touch ehoulder to shoulder,
to close up the ranks, and eyes to the
We are all
front swing on to victory.
going into the fight to redeem Kennebec,
to redeem
Cumberland, to redeem
A

All

over

Androscoggin.

(Immense applause.)

As the result of a shooting at Poland
Monday night, Charles Strout was instantly killed, and George W. Perkins, a
neighbor, and his son, John Perkins, 10
years of age, are held for the Supreme
Court charged with murder. The boy
fired a shot gun at short range at Strout,
it is alleged at his father's command.
Although there had evidently been bad
blood between the families, the trouble
out of which this affair grew began at a

ball game the previous Saturday.

Ac-

indicate that there was considerable feeling on both sides, also that
Strout was somewhat under the influence
of liquor and indulging in threatening
language and acts at the time of the
counts

shooting.

WHY JAMES LEE GOT WELL.

Everybody in Zanesville, 0., knows
Mrs. Mary Lee, of rural route 8. She
writes: "My husband, James Lee, firmly
believes he owes his life to the use of
Dr. King's New Discovery. His longs
were so severely affected that consumption seemed inevitable, when u friend
We
recommended New Discovery.
tried it, and its use has restored him to
perfect health." Dr. King'a New Discovery is the King of throat and lung
remedies. For coughs and colds it has
The first dose gives relief.
no equal.
Try itl Sold under guarantee at F. A.
Sburtleff à Co.'s store. 50c. and $1.00.
Trial bottle free.

|

The Deceased Wife'e Sitter.
The law against marrying a deceased
wife's sister, which caused so much
discussion in England, grew out of
the ancient tribal law forbidding a father to sell more than one daughter to
the same man when the Briton

Pick, of

Your

ODD
Working

Dress and

At

now

to

4CC

6

$5,

4
were

to 1-2

1*3

at

$10.

$1 Reduction.

suits, would cause you
Money in your pockets.

at the

rather than later.

$13, 10, 7.50, 5 Youths' Suits at $10, 7.50, 6,
Boys' Knee Suits, good style, 50c to $1 ofV.
Knee
Suits, odd lots, somewhat out of style but
Boys'

values,

$7.50,

Boys' Suits

if you would call and look

prices,

the school suit

13
10

40c to 75c Reduction.

Youths' and
buy

a

$15

TROUSERS.

Outing Trousers

to

4.

wearing

extra

price.

Straw and Cloth Hats at Cost.
I, 50c Hats
and
look.
Best come

$2, 1.50,

$1.50,

now

38c.

I, 75c,

Do you nec.l one?

go first.

one.

as

Buy

or

not

you

You may

choose, but

Norway

Shirt Waists
Greatly Reduced Prices
for this week only.

at

Also

cheap.

a

nice line of MILLINERY which I

am

Miss S. M. Wheeler,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Housekeepers

Density of City Population.
Although there Is a certain area

Every One Who Has Trouble

And

with Their Feet

Can find comfort if they
comfort shoes.

We always carry

here.

come

a

full line of

LACE BOOTS, LADY WASHINGTON, $2.00, 2.50
$2.00
GOOD CHEER,
$1.50
CRUMBS OF COMFORT
$2.00
BROWN UNLINED OXFORDS
$1.50
GOOD CHEER OXFORDS,
2 00
1.50,
$1.25,
1.35,
JULIETS,
$1.35
MECCA SLIPPERS,

A Cheerful Soul.

Creditor (determinedly)—1 shall call

at your house every week until you
Debtor (In the
pay this account, sir.
blaudest of tones)—Then, sir, there
seems every probability of our acqiiaintanceshlp ripening Into friendship.

This is the most comfortable line of shoes
market to-day and we can fit you.

—London Tit-Bits.

The Famous Four.
Each of the following named gentlemen, upon belug out late with the
boys, has concocted a famous excuse

early. Best trades

South, Parie

mutilated owners may be seen scurrying away to safety still wagging the
stumps that remain.
οI
about three and a half acres on Manhattan Island where the density of
imputation Is at the' rate of 1330.000 to
the square mile, yet the city of Paris
shows a far greater average density
of population than New York, the ligures for Paris being 70,300 a square
mile and for New York city pro|>er
40,000 a square mile. The average
density of Loudon's population is 37.000 a square mile aud that of Berlin
B7,600.—Federation Review.

to the sale
the lucky

THE BLUE STORES,

Brittle Lizard·.
Some kinds of lizards break In two
when suddenly startled. In the hush
In Australia the traveler ofteu comes
across a number of these little silvery
reptiles baskiug on a log or piece of
As soon as they perceive
old bark.
the Invader there Is a great commotion.
They dart hither and thither so quickly that the eye can scarcely follow
The effects of the
their movements.
shock are evident from the quantity of
wriggling tails lyiug about which have
been cast off in the hurry, while the

011

the

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

and, what is more wonderful, got away
with It. They are: Jonah, Ulysses, Rip
Van Winkle, Robinson Crusoe.—Judge.

this

SUMMER STOCK OF
that must interest you.

our

prices

18 Suit for
$20
$17, 16, 15 Suit for
$14, 13, 13 Suit for
$7.50 Suit for
$5 Suit for
OUTING SUITS very cheap, some broken lots for

may marry his first cousin."—London
Standard.

goods

at

was

marriage. When ecclesiastical law besupreme a misreading of some
Scripture text was used to put the
sister of a man's wife among the proThis
hibited degrees of relationship.
was the act of 1541 (32 Henry VfII):
"Λ man may not marry his deceased
wife's sister or lier daughter, but he

a

close out

to

or

came

House

Block, Norway, Maine,

Tolophono 11B-8.

srars

mark down sale of Men's Summer Suits

which will put money in your pocket.
Every one
in need of a suit should take advantage of the many
bargains we are offering. No old stock but new
season.

Several lines of the

suits,

most of

&

Regular $iS

Marx.

values for

different lines of men's
urowua
fine suits in the new browns

Many

brown

uiauc

Schafiner

Hart,

new

them made

byy
υ

$14

fancy mixed grays.
Formerly $15, now

and

Our

Our $12 line this season contains a choice variety of tans,
ιαιΐ9)
browns and grays.

Any

of these

suits

now

Several

$7-50

«10

lines

tan suits

of gray
that sold for

and

$8.oo

are

now

offering

next

includes

$7.50

small sizes
One lot outing suits,
UI19) Miiuu
Suits that
sold for $6.00

and

ai£ca

$6

«3.50

only.

are now

Blouses ?"r
Boys'
J
All of,2SC bl0T,s
50c blouses

arc now

,7c'3for

are now

our

H. B.

$12

many different lines of suits.
in
in
s
Choice patterns^
grays,
tans, etc. Regular $10 values
for

ui

25c.

Copyright

190s t y
Hart Schalfncr ii Max*

Straw Hats.

soc·

Any

FOSTER,

NORWAY,
CURES COUQHS AND COLDS
HYOMEI GIVES BELIEF IN

10

MINUTES.

CUBES OVEB NIGHT.

people

$3.50

Pari·,

straw hat at cost.

25c hats
50c hats

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

WANTED.

fiiltlag

Ifs

emerging from polygamy and when
Come
for 21 shillings of the present money
a man might dismiss Ills wife or kill
as well be
her if she would not go. As civil law
and
wife
the
living
it was to protect
come to
knit tribes closer together by Inter-

Here's

going

are

CLOTHING

change.

Everybody knows, or ought to know,
that Hyomei is recognized among scientists as the specific for Catarrh, Asthma,
Bronchitis and Hay Fever, bat there are
who do not know
a great many
Monfire
Auburn had a fierce 950,000
that Hyomei will core a cough or a cold
of
the
N.
when
box
shops
day afternoon,
in less than 24 hours.
L. Page Λ Son Co. and the Union Box
But everyone should know that the
and Lumber Co., the saw mill of F. R.
soothing, balmy and antiseptic air of
Conant Λ Co., and three dwellings were
Hyomei when breathed over the raw and
North Paris.
burned. Thirteen houses were set on inflamed membrane of the nose and
fire by brands, and the entire fire depart- throat will
Grasshoppers are very plenty.
instantly allay the inflammaLois and Etta Hollis are at Snmner ments of Aubnrn and Lewiston bad tion, and will effect a prompt cure.
Hill visiting.
sharp work to handle the fire.
Complete Hyomei outfit, including inMrs. Charles Bnok and baby from
costs only 91.00 at F. A. Shurthaler,
HEALTH
ADVICE.
EXCELLENT
Bnckfield are visiting at Clayton Church·
leff A Co.'s, extra bottles, if afterwards
of
Gifford
M.
Jio.
is
Mrs.
M.
379
Davison,
ilPs, also bis father, Asaph Churchill,
needed, will cost but 50 oents.
Ave.,San Jose, Cal., says: "The worth
helping him In haying.
Joseph M. Harbaugb, Heldredge, Neb.,
Mrs. Cbnrchill is having a bad time of Electric Bitters as a general family writes: "I have used your Hyomei in
with asthma.
remedy, for headache, biliousness and my family for two years or more, and
Charles Stevens of Mason, Vt., and torpor of the liver and bowels is so pro- Bnd It one of the best remedies we ever
Clarence Hatt of Boston have been visit- nounced that I am prompted to say a used for a cold or sore throat.
We find
word in its favor, for the benefit of those that
ing at C. B. Stevens'.
it gives quick relief in cases of
from
such
afflictions.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field and Keith leeking relief
satarrh."
and Doris went to Loeke's Mills August rhereTs more health for the digestive
of
in
a
bottle
Eleotric
Bitters
1st to Ylsit Mr. Maxim's (rait farm, irgans
than in any other remedy I know of."
where their daughter Ora is working.
For good plain common sense we com· Sold under guarantee at F. A. Sburtleff
Board and
Three men boarders.
mend Slconm's paper in last week's ί Co.'s drug store. 60c.
Democrat to farmers.
done
week.
of
an
who
unknown
The
washing
per
Pole,
body
Mrs. J. G. Crawford has a deed dated
iras probably drowned lut wintar, was
MRS. CHAS. A. ALLEN,
1807, also deeds of 1882 and 1838.
on
the
abort of
few
sino·
a
found
days
Albert Littlehal· tad Miss Allot WilSouth
Maine.
Lake.
I
teboli
at his father'·.
art

ls?

We

You ask a Mexthe Mexican mule.
ican, for instance, how far it is by
mule back to such and such a point.
"'Two days' Journey if you are not
rushed, but three days if you are in a
hurry,' the Mexican will reply.
"Ills meaning Is that if you don't

Walling'e Map of Oxford County.
Apropos of the mention, in tbe Green-

Gile.
Tbe cattle inspector has been testing
So far only
cows here during the week.
With
one animal has been condemned.

dry weather.

urcenwoou.

both aervlcea.
be baa preached here.
Beulah Bobbins has returned from
West Paris where ahe haa been visiting
ber aunt, Mrs. Bert Day.

Buy Bargains Now

You Can

$1.00

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

$1.50

are now

...

19c

,..j8c

are now

hats

are now

hats

are now

...75c
,$1.00

Executors 1 Administrators
will find it of great convenience

In Settling Eietates to

Open

an

Account with This Bank.

It is the simplest, safest, and most convenient way
there is.
By this method all accounts against the estate can
be
simply by drawing a check for the exact amount and
mailing it together with the receipt which is usually demanded in such cases.
In this way there are two receipts—the
regular receipt and the check. How much safer and more
convenient than to carry around the currency and laboriously
count out the cash and in many cases not be able to make

paid

the

change.
Capital, Surplus and

exact

Profits of more than

give assurance of absolute security
than $239,000.00 of deposits.

This Bank is under the
State· Government.

$92,000.00

and account for

supervision

our more

of the

United

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

Norway, Maine
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CHCKm
Rev A. T. Mc
Congre<rmtlon»IChurch.
service. 10:45 a.

Γ'*t

λ

i'^-uir. Preaching
vol U U> a. *.; Y P. 8. C. Ε «ft
Evening service 7 t»j f. M.; Church
«.
eellng Wednesday evening at 7 A> F Inotherwise connecte·!, are cordially

;

ν

;-t <.

ν

ay.

burch. Rev. T. N.

Kewtey, Pastor,

rnlng prayermeetlng

m·

10 .Ou

a. m..

School
-.-service 10 45 a. *.; Sabhatb
f.
■.,
Kpwoitb League Meeting 6 00
7
class
30;
»-etîng Wednesday evening
•r
t Friday venlng 7:30.
Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
-t Church,
10:40 a
8:15 f.
li
7 λ*> F. M.. Wedneadav evenAil are
seatβ tree.
7 M.
service
îyer
service
Sunday, preaching
Y. P. S. C. E

■ >n
HI School
or meeting

.·

!v..r»allel Church, Rev J. H. Little, Pa«tor.
tervlce every Sudaj at 10 45 a. m
ιοοΐ at li M. Junior Union at 3.30

C-

Γ. at 7 f. M.

p. t

>
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STATKO MKETINOS.
Regular
M. —Pari Lodge, No. M.
on or before full moon
.· Ti •••lav evening
Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet». Κ
-s lav ..-venin.; of each week.—Aurora
:
xent. i3rat and third Monday evening»
V

Λ

■

—

icû 'nonth.

K.-Mount Pleaaan Kebekah Lodge,No.
-econ«l *nd fourth Friday β of each
<Md Fellows' Hall.
W. Κ. Kimball Pout, No. 14i\ meets
Κ
\
of ©act·
in! thirl Saturday evenings
■

η

—

Λ. R. Hall
Κ Kimball Circle, La<llee of the li A
ilret nd ιhlr<l Saturday evenings of
ν m
■r.tl·. In Gran·! A m S Mall.
loehua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
I
·.: lr>l Tuesday evening» of each month.
H.—Parle Urange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
ar-t and thirl Saturday; during the
·ί the year, meets eVery Saturday, Id
,-e Hall.
and fourth Mon<taya of
(i.

:·.

λ

r·

ο
F

.:

'.u t.·.

C—Second

:.;«Ilth.

P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1.
! and fourth Wednesday evening*
i··
!. nionth.
!·.-Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meet·· every
ven'.ng at l'ythlan HalL

^

K.

;

■>.
m

The Weather.
Wi

M'U want to fleece
r the shady trees
nu want to frappe
'l α summer day ?
u want to net frost
I

■·■

,· ι.λ'

-W J.

truest

λ

Lampton.

Mary Loaiae Phelps of Portland

M

at

Mrs. Alice P.

Thayer's.

ujjje K. \. C'haiuberlaio of Berlin,

Ν Η

was

at

South Parie

Wednesday.

Kev. A. T. MoWhorter an.l family are
ending their vacation at Three Kivers.
Mass.
Mrs. Frank A. Turner was at her for•r home at North Bucktield a few days

last week.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter P. Maxim and
a few days
irray Bigelow are spending
iu Boston.
V

Mrs. Arthur S. Hall of Bucktield was
he guest uf Miss Gertrude Hall a few
iays last week.

Mrs. R. E. Strickland of Schenectady,
V. V., is visiting her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. McArdle.
Fred B. Wiggin and family are spending their vacation in Lovell, to which
place they went Thursday.

Albert W. Walker and Miss Kva E.
Walker visited the Parke at their camp
at Shagg Pond over Sunday.

Mrs. W. W. Walker and son Harold of
Kan» Κόρη fhA
of her
mother, Mrs. A. C. Junes, a few days.

James E. Kenney and George B. Benattended tbe Supreme Lodge of
Knights of Pythias in Boston last week.
liev. Francis Grovenor of Aucusta Las
visited his sister, Mrs. G. C. Pratt. Mrs.
I'ratt has been an invalid for a loni:
time.

nett

Miss Addie L. Giles is taking her vacation from the Democrat office, and is
this week visiting relatives at North

Wayne.

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Gerry and
»f I.ewiston are spending their vacation
λ' Κ. X. Haskell's camp south of the
son

village.

^ M. Gerry of Lisbon Falls, formerly
m the drug business here, has been visita
ing his sister, Mrs. Arthur E. Clark,
le*

days.

i'iiomas S. Barnes and family left Επwhere
ί.ν for Trefethen, Peak's Island,
ν will occupy a cottage for the rest
r:
of the summer.
i'here will be a dance at Academy
!, Paris Hill, Friday evening, Aug.
All
cents each.
Ith. Admission
iuvited. Music by Swastika Orchestra.
<

he Republican County Committee
! a meeting at the court house Μ<·οday of last week, to make arrangements
There was a full atî r the campaign.
tendance of the committee.
!

Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park, after
delaying two days on account of the
n, started Friday morniug for Sh;wg
»
in!, where they are tenting for a while
on Mr.
Park's lot on the shore of the

pond.

Advertised letters in South Paris poet
othce Aug. 10:
MIm Kmlijr Tuell,
Mrs. L. Κ KotilnMB.
Mr ·><"ΐ«ι·1ι Steve in.
Mr. Κ M. Bernaîr.
Mr. C-1. Lkirr.

A full-blooded Hereford heifer which
raise»! by G. Π. Porter was sold in
Brighton market about three weeks
»ii*< e for 133.20, when eighteen months
This is reckoned
and two days of age.
as 'he highest market price paid for any
The anianimal at Brighton this year.
mal was from the celebrated herd of Mrs.
K. Bean at West Bethel, and was
Might by Mr. Porter when a week old.
Mie was exhibited at tbe fair last fall,
and attracted much attention.
A'ks

1

come· in for a large «bare of attention
The «tate is served up to the
Peck'· most flippant aod flowery
and with that exuberance of Imagination
^
for which Peck I· noted.
stuff that even the most ardent advo
cates of license in the State have pu
of it. His statement that he
Pe r
Floyd Sessions of Rumford Ceeter i 1
Ceni
Won. Cost.
difficulty traveling the streets of Po
64
5
ami Dunham
9
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. X. G. Sen 8.Porter
Î
land
on
account of the drunken
57
6
Dart· and Jone·,
8
sions.
40
bad to dodge it a fair sample.
9
G. Davie and Bobbins,
6
40 )
β
9
Now for the othe» side of
Henry B. Scriboer and eon Percy ο f ShurUeff aod Hotlgkin·,
Rev Η Ν. Pringle, secretary of the Civic
South Wiudbam, Conn., are at J. F
BOLSTER DISTRICT.
has written to a Boston pape.
King's.
The past week has not been favorabli the letter
given below. It is an
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Cummings ο I weather for picnics.
nating statement of simple facts wbι c
Mechanic Falls are visiting at Wir 1
Mrs. Sarah Pratt is quite ill at th< , may sarprise part of
Pe?P Jctor,
Stanley's.
ought to hush up some of tbe detractor«
home of her son, O. G. Pratt.
outside
of
the
not
state,
only
Mrs. Η. M. Tucker is at work in thi
Miss Lottie Allen of North Paris ii but also some of our citizens who kno*
Democrat office, taking Miss Giles' plao
for Mrs. J. H. Clark.
working
better
the aid they do tc
than
to
give
during her vacation.
Miss Harriet Twitchell of Paris Hill ii , those who are Injuring the reputation ol
S. R. Banks of New York city hai 1
the guest of Mrs. A. 0. Wheeler for s k our fair state.
been the guest of his cousin, C. E. Mc
few weeks.
Ardle, for a few days.
When our friends in Massachusetts
We are pleased to learn that Α. Β and other
parts of the country so plain s
Miss Carrie Mathews was here fron
who has been confined to tbi »
Talbot,
ic
point out the evils of
Bridgton last week to attend the funera house by illness for about ten
days, ii • Maine, we must appear to them
of her aunt, Mrs. Swift
improving.
indeed not to adopt their Pa«ceaoi
Ο. E. Curtis and family of Kennebunl
"local option."
We are told that oui
M
are visiting his mother, Mrs. Ellen
Bade Ball.
prohibitory liquor law causes
auto.
Curtis, coming by
I in society, perjury in court·, low morals.
po tarty, «ttwomlt
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Ripley will attenc
MECHANIC FALLS 6; SOUTH ΡΑΚΙ S 2.
disturbances and cheap politicians
the reunion of the First-Tenth-Twenty
South Paris was defeated at Mechani<
terrible charge, if true.
ninth Maine Regiment at Long Islanc Palls
Saturday afternoon by the teaa
We admit that the temperance sentithis week.
there by the above score. The game wai
often
ment in Maine is such that
of
itf
some
Mise Margaret A. Baker is taking hei an interesting one, but lost
to be abstainers. We have some
pretend
that
errors
fact
tigure<j perjury in onr courts; but perhaps that
vacation from the office of W. J. Wheelei interest from the
A Co.
She will spend most of the vaca in nearly every score made by eitbei occurs also in the
Bay state.
team.
tion in Portland.
morals, we have 90,000 persons in our
The work of Davis, the local umpire,
churches and 179 in our
Ρτ1·°η,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Edwards returned on balls and
strikes, was very bad durat '"*«·
Saturday night froui a vacation of twi ing the first half of the game, it being sides some bail people
be kept
must
cheap politicians in Maine
weeks spent with relatives iu Massacbu
necessary for Rich, the Paris pitcher, to Drettv well in
because the
obscurity,
setts and Connecticut.
ol
the
middle
across
put the ball exactly
to W»blne.on like D,.e.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Ordway and daugh the plate to get a strike. This fact wm lev Blaine, Reed, Frye, Littlefied and
on
balls
bases
five
for
the
ter Hester, also Mrs. Addie Kichardson, responsible
Hale, have mostly filled re.pon.lble posl·
left here Saturday for a three weeks' given by Rich, two of which developed I tions
The real reason why Maine
Paris
sixth
In
the
into
runs.
inning
stay at their cottage at Poland.
has retained its prohibitory liquor law
sent in an umpire to work with Davie,
are
A. L. Weston, proprietor of the and this had a very good effect, for for 51 years is because the people
and this is
National Adjustment Co., and wife, ol Davis' work then improved and not convinced that it is beneficial,
especially the opinion of thousands of
liont<»u. Mass.. are the guests of Mrs. another man was sent to first on balls.
our citizens who have traveled wide y by
Frank K. Dunham for a few days.
Mechanic Falls was preseuted with a
and land.
Comparisons are said to
The A. L. Λ E. F Goss Co. of Lewis run in the iirst innine, a base on balls be odious, but we ask the reader ·.indiand poor throws by Pike and Parlin doton have put in the steel ceiling on the
gence in this respect, as we prefer to re
ing the work. There was no more olv to the charges made aeamst prohib
rooms which will be occupied by the
when
Paris
scoring until the fourth,
Paris Trust Co. in Pythian Block.
tion with arguments which are susceptiscored two runs on two errors by Wesor
Mrs. Edith Witham of Portland has cott. one by Purington, and Cole's sacri- I ble of being refuted
t
wjrst_-Temperance. I" 1900 (the eta
been visiting her father. Mr. Hicks, the tice fiy. The fifth inning was a bad one
ti.tics below are all for 1900, unless otherpast week. She was taken violently ill for Paris. In this inning the Mechanic
wise stated) Maine had iM retail liqu
and was obliged to return to the hospital Falls team made all three of their bits,
dealers" enrolled at the United States
and these with two bases on balls and aa
accompanied by Dr. Littletield.
revenue office, the smallest number acand they
Harold C'. Anderson of Providence, R error gave them three rune,
cording to population of any state or terhad the bases full when a lucky donble
visit
with
a
short
for
arrived
I.,
MaMacbueetts,
Sunday
ritory in the Union.
his relatives. He will leave for his home play by Paris prevented further scoring. with four times our population, bad at
Rich gave Mechanic
this Wednesday and his wife and little Errors by Berry and
that time 4931 "retail liquor dea1«r8·
Falls their last run in the seventh.
son, wuo have "been here since the third
The Bangor Daily Commercial (proParis had an excellent opportunity to
of July, will return with him.
estimates that Maine consumes
do some scoring in the eighth after s1» (MK)
000 worth of intoxicants annually,
The Paris Bakery has been sold to Kawson and Berry led off with hits, but
Fred V. Abbott, who will continue the an attempted sacrifice and sleepy base
for our population ( iSo.OOU)
business. Mr. Hayes will remain and running lost them the chance.
In the consumption
Maine β
the Uuited States.
continue t<> do the cooking. Τ!·β bakery ninth Parlin led off with a bit but Pike throughout
death rate from alcoholism was 22_ pe
was established by the late II W. H il 1 ter hit into a double play.
in
the
state
Union
no
000 000
having a
F. Sbaw made a fine catch in the third
just before he was stricken with a para
Masssachusetts' rate was 08
lower r*te
lytic shock, and since his death has been inning which prevented Mechanic Falls
comm.t,
Maine
1,000.000.
run by the estate.
scoring. Parlin also covered a lot of per
mente to jail for liquor «elirng and 1.9*0
was the only
and
in
the
out-field,
Massachusetts h
A party which went to Camp Concord ground
for drunkenness.
man on either team to be credited with
103 commitments for violations of the
Saturday morning for a week s stay con- two
Rich in good
hits.
Bolster
caught
lirnior law and 19,219 for drunkenness,
sists of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P. Morton
the fact that the two have
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Morton, Mr. and shape despite
comrnitted t°
Probatlon
For besides 6010
before.
worked
never
together
and
Mrs.
M re. George A. Briggs and Mr.
officers. (Maine hae no probation eye
a fine
Tilton
Falls
Mechanic
played
that
has not
is
writer
uot expected
It
F. A. Heidner.
In 10 years the
tem )
one run, making one hit
the camp will have the appearance of a game, scoring
seen a brewery car in Maine or a "Φ10*
an
and accepting eight chances without
funeral while they are there.
sien on a shop front. There is not a disThe score:
error.
tiller blender, rectifier or brewer of in
Richard Gates lost his driving horse
MECHANIC FALLS.
toxicating beer in the state. Only one
last Tuesday. The horse had got loose
Α.Β. Κ. Β.Η. P.O. Α. Ε. of its 101
periodicals publishes liquor adthe night before and got at some
112 vertisements.
4
10
Pr- Wescott, 3-b
Here are no places where
emier, of which he ate a considerable Adam·, ρ
10
3*0
.....3
without any de0 liquors are sold openly,
0
1
2
1
3
s.s
ouantity. Thinking that it would do Lawler, 1-b
«
0
0
11
1
gree of concealment.
4
the horse g 'od to drive him, Mr. Gates Barker,
Tn
0
β
2
0
3
In
....3
Γ
and
l'urinjftun, C
Second-Criminals
went to Pomona Grange at South \\ ater- Talbot, r.f
0
0
0
0
0
4
1900 the commitments to Maine jai s
0
6
112
there.
4
died
b
the
horse
2
but
Tllton,
ford,
0 were 4,48:5, and to Massachusetts jai
10
10
2
Pennev, c.i
0
0
1
1
3
1
Owing to a break iu the Norway water Westoii Lf
23,295, besides 19.120 to probation ο
the
There were 54
pipes, somewhere near the intake at the
4 cors.
16
5
3
27
30
Totale
aiOIUO
lake, the water was shut off Sunday, to
pilBWU nuu utw^
PARIS.
SOUTH
nave the water in the reservoirs for a
chusetts prison, reformatory and state
A.B. R. B.H. P.O. A. K.
As far as Norway
Maine had 5 trials for homicide
case of emergency.
0 farm.
10
10
4
F. shaw. r.f
Maine insane
water is coucerned, the town is pretty Parlln, c.f
0
1 and Massachusetts 71.
0
2
3
4
on
0
0
1
7
1
4
W. Pike, l b
asvlums had 10*20 inmates at the end of
nearly dry, a little being obtainable
0
0
0
4
1
< v»ie, 3-b
3
of
the
comOfficials
levels.
Massachusetts
the lower
while the
asylum*
0
0
1 1900,
0
3
0
Rich, ρ
Maine gave full
υ
ο had 11,001 inmates.
ο
ο
ο
pany say they expect to have repairs w heeler, l.f
3
0
2
1
Mass0
1
and
2
...3
to
b....
KaWHOD,
(1002)
1,152 paupers
completed Monday night.
support
0
3
2
0
1
3
Berrv. s.s
achusetts that year gave full support to
10
0
17
3
Pictures at the Bijou Monday and Bolster, c
0
0 21,056.
0
0
2
0
Tuesday will be "King of the Cannibal C. -Shaw, c
The aeeresrate
Third—Prosperity.
Islands." "Scandalous Boys," "Attack
6
7
2
5
24
30
Totale,
public debts of Maine were $15,040.819,
on the Mail," "The Man and His Bottle,"
of
Massachusetts $209,762,910.
Score by Innings.
and
"Boys on a Lark," "The Strong Man."
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ft—Total. Maine had the lowest per capita debt of
Miss Clark will siug "My Heart Beats
ft
0
0
0
*—
0
1
1
0
3
of
the nine North Atlantic states exMcFalU
any
Only for You," and Master Andrews will South Part»,
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0- 2
cept Vermont (until recently under "proatThe
am
Far
I
"When
Away."
sing
Maine has 107 public libraEaniel run», 0. First base on balls, off Adams
tendance continues good, and standing 0; off Rich 5. Struck out, by Adams 8; by Rich hibition").
ries to Massachusetts' 624, a slight excess
room only is a common condition for the 7. Left on bases, Mechanic Falls 5: South Paris
to population.
Double plays, Bolster to Cole; Lawler to Til- in our favor according
2
tiret performance of the eveniug.
ton t" Barker. First base on errors, Mechanic Maine also had 161 periodicals to MassaDavie
and
chusetts' 607, and the largest newspaper
The tire department at a meeting last Falls 3; South Paris 2. Umpires,
Shaw. Scorer, Thayer.
circulation, according to population, of
Tuesday voted to take part in the tournaSouth Paris Grammar School defeated any state. Maine had SO national banks
ment at the state fair, with the old Paschool
about
at
the
brick
to Massachusetts' 206; Maine had 51 savcific. There is a little uncertainty
Norway Grammar
the class filling, as sixteen entries are house grounds Saturday forenoon, 0 to 5. ings banks to Massachusetts' 189, and (in
necessarv or the tournament will be de1905) 35 building and loan associations
PARIS GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Maine's per capIf it does take place, the
clared off.
A. K. to Massachusetts' 130.
A B. R. Β Η. P.O.
1 ita wealth in 1850 (about the time the
12
2
boys will bo there with the tub, and they S. Davis, ss..............ft 0
11110
.......3
law was enactod) was $210,
Practice with the I'enfold, c.f
are anxious to go.
4
2
2 prohibitory
5
10
Merrill 3 b
In the past
Pacific was appointed for Friday evening, Bolster, 1-b
0
4 while in 1900 it was $9S2.
0
13
5
2
it
1 10 years only one bank has failed, and
0
2
7
1
3
but it was so rainy and muddy that
Buttets, μ
2
13
10
4
2
b
!..
Davis,
that resumed, paying its full indebtedwag postponed.
4
10
10
4
Newton, c.
0 ness.
0
ο
Very few children are employed
0
1
4
Rev. Howard A. Clifford, recently pas- Colbert, r.f.
0
0
0
0
in Maine factories and shops, strikes are
1
4
l.f
Bartlett,
i·
Methodist
church,
tor of the
enjoying
Accordalmost unknown in the state.
The new
16
10
2
27
»
his work in Strong, Maine.
41
Totals,
ing to the United States census returns,
was built from a plan obtained
parsonage
NORWAY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
there were 103,344 families in Maine in
in Chicago and is one of the most con£.
R. B.H. P.O. A.
A B
1900, and 102,537 of these families owned
Mr. Clifford and Russell, 2-b
0
4
1
0
5
2
venient in the state.
in
0 their homes, a larger proportion than
3
3
ft
0
1
his three children went to the top of Mt. Moore, p., c.,
0
2 any other state.
1
0
0
ft
He took a vacation trip J. Κ lain, 3-b., l.f
Blue in July.
0
1
8
0
0
S
N.
Ηενκυ
Α. Κ lain, c., ρ
Pbinole,
0
0
2
0
lo
ft
in May to Boston, Middletown, New Bethel. 1-b
Associate Secretary the Christian Civic
0
0
0
0
ft
0
Haven. New York, Baltimore, Annapolis Brooks, r.f
Maine.
of
0
0
1
0
0
ft
League
l.f
and Washington and heard speeches by Tower,
0
2
2
0
4
2
Thomas, *.s
0
0
0
0
0
1
Talks Business.
President Roosevelt, Mr. Bryan and Hall, 3-b
He reads the letprominent bishops.
With hie speech at the rally following
6
10
24
0
ft
40
Totals
ters of the talented "John" in the Demthe York County Republican convention
Score by Innings.
ocrat with interest.
Hon. Bert M. Fer-

2 Tone

b·^

^
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I
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Uiss Rose A. Murphy returned
South Paris Friday from a vacation trip.
She went with her cousin, Captain Eimer E. Roes of Portland, on the sixmasted schooner Addie M. Lawrence,
from Boston to Newport News, Va., for
They sailed from Bosa cargo of coal.
ton July 7, and were back there in twenThere was no rough
ty-one days.
weather, and the voyage wae a pleasant
The voyage was withone throughout.
out special incident except the sighting
of a whale at short range. After her return to Boston, Miss Murphy visited
Mrs. Gearge C. Krskine at West Rutland,
Mass., for a few days.

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Plummer started
M »nday morning on their trip to Paris,
rince.
I'hey will sail Tuesday morning
m Boston, by the Cunard liner Ivernia,
'•jr Liverpool. Fruui Liverpool thej gc
to London, wnere they will remain for a
short time, and thence across the chan
uel to Paris, to visit their daughter
Miss Minnie A. Piummer. Miss Plum
mer went to Europe about eleven yean
since to study music, and has never re
turned. For several years she has beer
sioging under tbe professional name o;
Madame Scalar, singing in Paris, at Th<
Hague, in London, and other Europeai
Mr. and Mrs. Plummer have η»
'leîinite plans as to the length of tbeii
*tay abroad, but expect to be gone fivi

|r

pities.

to

A new voting list for the town of Parie
has been printed for the selectmen.
Doubtless some additions will be made
to this before election, after the party
committees have completed their can
As printed the list contains IlXJi
vass.
names.
Every letter of the alphabet hat
X. and Z., though
a column except Q
I., O., U. and V. have only one nan»
The largest number under ou«
each.
initial are under B., which has 12Ί
The first name on the list ic
names.
alphabetical order. Abbott, has also th<
largest number of any one surname, 17
Other surnames under which ten 01
An
more names appear are ae follows:
drews, 10; Bennett, 10; Brigge, 10; Cole

16; Curtis, 12; Dunham, 10; Haminood
Maxim, 12; Shaw, 11; Swift, 15

12;

Thayer,

pointed :

Miscellaneous—Helen M. Child, L*or»
Kossle H. Monk. Nina Glbbs, Josephine B. Davli
MaWlna K. Maxim. Martha W. Swallow, Carrl
Κ Plummer, Sophia Kueelaud, Roxle McArdl
Its L. Ersklne.Llly B. Burbank, Julia M.Ora:
B. Klsgi
Nellie Kenney. Cora M. Everett, Sara
Hose Power». Leora Stover, Annie B. Wilton.
Bound
Aprons— Hannah A. Holt, LvdU A.
flora A. Maxim. Georjcle A. Haggett, tieoi*
Bd«
Λ Little, Mlttle A. Recorl. Kllzalntli F.
lev lva C. Packard. Flora K. Webber, Emll
Elltm
Flortlia
M.
Holman,
srk'rbtr*!, Laura
•nod. Sa»Ue C. Seeley, Marv B. Swett. Adel
Tucker, Cora Kl ρ ley. Mar τ Κ. Morton. Mary 1
Swan, Lillian M. Shaw. Mary P. Spofford.
food—Lizzie W. Mlllett. Emily M Co<A, Ju
W. Holste
Una Hall. Ada Richardson. Augte
Florent
Abba K. Jones, Dorcas M. Rlchanlson.
Ell
M Picks, Nancy Sessions, Clara E. Chase.
B.
Abbo<
I.
Marr
Dow.
Mary
A

weeks.

'^••ath

f»jl

Mr. Swift retained abou
ayear since to take employment her«
Besides her husband, Mrs. Swift leave
two sons, Albert C. and Winthrop, bot
of Minneapolis.
remain· wer
The
brought here, accompanied by Mn
Swift's two son·, arriving on the evenin κ
'»
tram lhursday,and the funeral wa* ι
»t tbe home of Mn '·
M™ William J. Wheel·!
attended by Rev. J. W. Cheebro.

10.

William Κ Cimball Circle, Ladies ο
the Grand Army of the Republic, wil
hold their third aunual sale Sept. 3d
Any patronage or assistance whicl
friends of the organization are pleased t<
Th
give, will be gratefully received.
following committee· have been ap

Word was received last week of th<
iu Minneapolis on Tuesday of Mrs
Mary Α.. wife of Ansel Sw ft,of this place
Mrs. Swift was C8 years of age, and wa
the daughter of Winthrop Mathews. Οι
,
account of her failing health, Mr. an< 1
Mr·. Swift went from South Paris in tb
of 1»06 to live with their ·οη» i

abeih

Minneapolis.

d L'Jt'

β^'β

Sine;

day

six

evening. Chief Engineer Bowker wool·
like to have all the firemen out, and a ,
many more helpere as will turn out.

Just one game remain* of the thirty i: »
Miss Clara M&e Xeedham of Portlan j
the croquet tournament. If this is wo: »
i· a guest at Ε. N. Anderson's.
by Porter and Dunham, it will mak 9
Miits Flora Ritner Harlow of Brldg«
them winner·. If the game i· won by S
is
at
S.
P.
Maxim'i
Davie and Jone·, it will make a ti »
port. Coon.,
visiting
ofl
There will be a food sale at the Baptia t between the two teams to be played
The present standing is:
vestry next Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock

Mrs. Melissa M. Turner died Wednesat the home of her son, Montell
i'urner, just nine days after the death of
Mr·.
ber bnsband, Decatur Turner.
She was in
1 urner was 75 years of age.
a precarious condition of health at the
tune of Mr. Turner's death, so that she
did not seem to realize what it meant.
Four sons with their families are living
of
Weorge W. of Lynn, Mass., Isaac
Bucktield, Frank A. and Montell of
Unil'aris^ The funeral was held at the
^erHal^it church Friday forenoon, attended by the pastor of the church, Kev.
J. H. Little.

or

pejtç

Practice with the "Pacific" Tueada

COD^ed·

bit
the lawn
uve the .tnltor
1 ri, the ste.im on>
Ii you want to «deep
-Ix blankets deep'*
m IM It to snow
blUzarls to blow
:
t Urre In Julv?
Iί
whj ?
t.

U

Mahie* Oood Stete to Uv· Ι".
George W. Peck of Wtoconein, for»·
bettβ
governor of the .tate, but
Peck β
known aa the writer of
Boy," ha» been touring the °°"°try
writing it up in the interest of the liqao
dealer·1 association. Naturally M

Jea

y not?

w

A watch still awaits a claimant at th e
Democrat office.
A. J. Knight of Romford was at R. >
Haifa laat week.

soi tu CAiue ι-οβτ orric«.
7 » a. *. to 7 Λ) r. M.

υ ηλχ η

Misa Bath Tucker «u In town a tboi t
John KcPbM hat told the W. 8. Stai
time laat week.
bird farm to Maurice L. Noyee.

Bu^k,

Swan, Stella Penley.
Penley. Madge *
Confecdonery—WlnnlfrwlMartha
Evao*.TU>:
Gray. Carrie A. Hathaway.
Meter. Jessica C. Thayer, Addle
P.
Eva
L.
Rounds,
Susan
M.
Field.
Giles Mae
Ii
Walker. Minnie Edwards. Eva R. Ordway,
Abble A.

illcA

R. Morton.
B. Btuai
Ice Cream—Κ Ilea M. Curtis. Kate
I
I w>ud I. Carter, Uanoah K. Carter, Chandl
Grlnllli Stuart, Frank l la Mai Un, Wlnfle
■

9wlft,

star bird.

Decoration*

Carrie

A.

Hathaway, Isa

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9—Total.

at

Alfred, July 29th,

nald of Poland really opened his camParis Grammar, 0 0 ο 3 0 6 0 0 χ—it
for the governorship. He spoke
paign
20001020—5
Graui.,.0
Norway
the following day at Fryeburg and at
Klrt-t bane on Italie, off Butters ft; off Klaln 0;
and from now until election he
Moore 8. Struck out, by Butters 2; by Klaln 2; Otisfield
Moore 6. Double plat », PenfoUl to L. Davis; will be speaking almost every afternoon
Butters.
Umpire, and evening. In the course of the five
Bethel. Hit by pitched ball.
Wing. Scorer, 0. Easeoa.
or six weeks lying between Alfred and
MOUNTAIN
PARIS 111LL 1ST 9; STREAKED
election he will practically cover the
whole State of Maine and will meet
2nd 8.
thousands of Maine people.
The Streaked Mountain boys went to
Republicans will turn out because he
the Hill expecting to play a boy team,
is their candidate and Democrats will
but when the game was called found
turn out to get a glimpse of the man
themselves facing a team of men much
themnelves.
than
Batteries, the Democratic campaign organ says
older
does not know enough to be Governor of
Andrews, Harold Cole and Strout;
The result will be pleasing to
Newell and Ripley. Umpire, Herbert Maine.
the Republicans, for they will be assured
Cole.
that they have a very businese-like,
OTHER (ÎAMKS.
energetic citizen of Maine for their
be
At the fair grounds Saturday after- standard bearer; and the result will
instructive to the Democracy, for it will
noon Norway defeated Harrison in a
one-sided game by a score of 13 to 1.
give them a line on the amount of dependence which they can place in the
At Kumford Falls Saturday, West statements of the campaign organ.
Paris won its game by a score of β to 4.
Everywhere he has gone Mr. Fernald
This was the tirst team from this part «I has made a distinctly good impression,
the county to play Kumford this year lie has offered his hearers no bouquets
and there was much interest in the re- of artificial tiowers and has not contentsult as Kumford has won almost all of ed himself with the expression of a few
her games.
graceful phrases which would suit a
Next Saturday South Paris will plaj Dakota campaign quite as well as a
the other hand, he
Norway at the fair groonds and it will Maine contest. On
of Maine
be well for all who enjoy an exciting has talked directly to State
affairs—not
ball game to make their plans to b< people about State of Maine
with the assumption that all the wisdom
there.
of government is in bis possession, bul
with the bearing of a man who has
Jailer Farrar Broke up Soiree.
studied, is studying and will continue to
study the needs of the State from whicb
AND SKVEN UKN WILL ANSWER ClIAROl
he is proud to hail. He discusses tai
OF INTOXICATION MONDAY.
reform with clearness, for service on tbc
taxation committee in the Legislature
r
has made him acquainted with its his
For two or three weeks two teams ο
and a knowledge of what has beec
Norway men have been playing a Satur tory
accomplished, as well as what there is tc
day afternoon game of ball at the fail
accomplish. He puts the temperancc
grounds, following the regular gam< , question fully and fairly before the peo
there, with the drinks as stakes. Thii
pie and leaves no question in the mindi
was reported to Jailer Farrar last week
! of his hearers regarding his position it
and he kept watch Saturday, and dis
the matter. He pledges himself to giv<
covered that a keg of ale and other good ,
the people of the State his beet endeavoi
had gone to Norway on the afternooi ,
in everything that is for the best inter
train. He then kept watoh of the bal I
im
th ) est· of the Pine Tree State and he
game, and after it was over saw
with being the sort ο
crowd go up Alpine Stroet. He shadow presses people
man that will never forget that pledge
ed them, and between 8 and U In th< ,
As he travels round the State, talking
evening sailed into the bunch, who wen ) over the issues, the average citizen i; I
camped around the keg, in the wood· οι ,
tli<
There wen ) going to appreciate the fact that
the hill just off the road.
Hon. Bert M. Fernald is not talkini
•even of them there at the time, an 1
thi
of
business
but
business—the
they were made to take np the line ο f politics
of Maine and all its people wbos<
march for the county aeat. They wi 1 State
servant he is to be after the first Wed
β
appear! in court Monday, on the charg
nesday in next January.
of intoxication.

The Oxford Univeraaliat Asaociatio α
will bold their annual grove meeting i □
Dearborn's grove at Bryan t'a Pond ο η
Wednesday, August the 19th. Goo d
speakers will be in attendance and if
atormy the meeting will be In tt e
church.

James J. King died Tuesday at Mill!

nocket from injuries received by beini
caught in a revolving drum in the Grea
Northern paper mill. His right arm wa
nearly torn from the socket and the es
r

portion of hi· body wu badl

I

HOW IS YOUR STOMACH?

Patriotic drove Meeting;.

NORWAY.

The O. A. R. Poste, Relief Corp* am (
CHUBCHSâ.
other patriotic organization· in Oxfon
Second Congregational Church. Rev. Β. ί
County will hold a grand picnic an< I
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching service 8undaj • campfire In Dearborn'· grove at Bryant'
10 30 Α. M. ; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.;Y. P. S
Pond on Saturday, August 15th, at wbicl
C. E„ Sunday Evening, 6 30 P. M.; Social Meet
tng, 7 Λ0 P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meetlni • time the Oxford County Patriotic Asao
Tuesday evening.
ciation will be formed. All veteran* an<
Davit
UnlversaUst Church, Rev. 8. β.
with their famiiiee an
Paator. Preaching aervlce on Sunday jrt 103 i son· of veteran·
A. M. Sabbath School, ISM; T. P.C. U. meet
expected to join in the feetivitiea of th<
lng, 7Λ0Ρ. M.
occasion. Good sneakers will be in at
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brook·. Pastor
tendance. Reduced fare on the railroad
Preaching aenrlce. 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School I
IS :00 M. ; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P. M. > Inquire for excursion tickets to Bryant'i
Th<
prayer meeting, Tueeday evening; claaa meetlni
Pond.
Bring your hardtack.
Epworth League, Sunda] government will furnish the coffee. Th<
Friday evening.
evening, 6.-00 P.M.
Baptist Church, Rev. K. 8. Cotton, Paator 23d Maine Regiment Association will
Preaching aervlce. 1030 A.M.; Sabbtth School hold its annual reunion at the same time
12.00 M. ; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 Ρ
and place.
M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
_

_

International Paper Mills Shut Down

F. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
It haa been reported for some timt
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on oi
that the employes of the Internationa
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on ο
Paper Co. in all its mills in several statei
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. β S. M. 1 would
go out on strike the first of Au
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge :
guet, on account of a ten per cent cut ii
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening afte:
full moon.
wages. Last Monday the mills of th<
I. Ο. Ο. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetlni
company, including that at Rumforc
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tueeday Kvenln*
shut down, and the workmen art
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, mecta In <H1< Fall·,
idle. The peculiarity of the situation a!
Fellow»' Hail, second and fourth Friday Even
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge 1 Romford Falls is that the newspaper)
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of eacl
seem unable to find out whether 'here ii
month.
a strike, or a lockout, or what there is
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Bloc)
everv Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyei
as neither the representatives of th< 1
Dlvlalon, No. 12, meets third Friday of eacl I mills nor the union men will
say any
month. Lake Assembly, No. 83. P. S., secom ι
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
thing.
P. of H.-Norway Grange meets second an<
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall
M'Qillicuddy tn4Qardnerat Norway
G. A. R
Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets li
The opening gun of the Democrati<
New G. A. K. Hall on the first Tueeday Evenlni
of each month.
campaign in Oxford County was firec
W. R.C.-MeetslnNewG. A. R. Hall, Mon
Saturday afternoon at a rally at Norwaj
day evening.
Opera House, addressed by Hon. Daniei
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177. meets U
Wed
J. McGillicuddy, Democratic candidal 1
New G. A.R. Hall, on the flret and third
for congress in the Second District, and
ne»lay evenings of each month.
Council
Parle
O. U. A. M.—Norway and 8outh
Hon. Obadiah Gardner, Democratic can*
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
didate for governor. The Norway Banc
evening.
Γ. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199. meeti
played. There was a fair attendance,
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of eacl
and the audience listened attentively tc
mon h
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247 the speaker·, who occupied about ar
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings oi hour each.
They were introduced by
each month
Hon. A. S. Kimball.
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meet* In Ryer
Mr. McGillicuddy confined his remarkc
eon hall, every Thursday evening, September tt
May. flret and third Thursday evenings, May u to the trusts and the tariff, and Mr.
September.
Gardner diecuesed state issue·.

Co. D, 2d Regt., N. G. S. M., returned
from the week of camp life at Augusts

charge

Corps,

business.
Dr. Bial F. Bradbury was called home
from Augusta during the week on professional business. He made the trip by
water

Wyman.

STRENOTHEH

AXE

their care. Thanks to Mi-o-na, I can
work once more, the first time in over a

Blacksmiths' Picnic.
The Oxford Blacksmiths' Association
will have *a picnic at Gibeon's Grove,
Penneseeewaseee Lake, Saturday, Aug.
15. Beans and coffee will be furnished
on
the ground, other food will be
brought in baskets. Blacksmiths and
their families are invited.

This sale includes FIGURED MUSLINS, SHIMMER SILK,
These must go
FIGURED DRESS SATEENS and FANCY REP.
a ridicuroom for new fall goods, so we have marked them at
to

give
lously low price.

TpHIS

IS

notice to the

give

to

undersigned

public that the
have purchased the
*

after this date.
the

we

public promptly

And
to

we

shall pay

serving

F.

Μ V. and Kale C. loll.
South Paris, Aug. xoth,

ER STRIPS. Write for full partiGolden's Metal Weather
culars.
Strip Co., Cor. Simpson and Home
Sts., New York, Ν. Y.

10O8

Q1RLS.

The
11

11

Sargent,

They
ness

4'QUEEN

F.

a

pair.

Plummer,

LUNGS

aoou

Oxford Pomona Orange.
The September meeting of Oxforc
County Pomona will be held with Water
ford Grange, North Waterford, on thi
1st Tuesday.

Opening ceremony.

A. M.

Koutine work.
Music, America.
Reading,
Conferring degree.
Recess.

Mrs. Susie Naao:

dam 7 ft.

South

31-33

r. m.

J. A. Robert

Mrs. W. H. Chad bourn

Annie Yor!
Round Mountain Qrang

Field Day, Central Park
South Parla, Aug. 27th, instead of Pen
I ley's Grove as before stated. Bring bat
I kets and drinking cop·.

Paris,

NORWAY,

good
good net
a

the

investment if y

du

use a

horse.

I

am

selling

for 75 cents and if you only use it a few times
it will more than pay for i tself. I have a large assort·
ment made of cloth from 6 ; cents to $1.50.
String or
Leather nets, $1.50 to $2.
cord nets 75 cents to $1.35

JAMES IM. FAV f|D
Url,
OX noun St.,

»

PROP. OF THE TUCKER
HARNESS STORE,
*y, Maine,

NHVHTLfcFF A CO.

A.

1

at Hand.

spices—spices

give

your

ounce or

that

are

Pure, Fresh, Natural-flavored
Surprisingly Strong;.

pickles

or

cooking

of any kind

a

delicious-

to obtain from any other source.

pound

line of Squibb'e celebrated

at

right prices.

spices

in sealed

You will also find

a

packages.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F.

SIIURTLEFF A CO.

A.

THIS

F.

A.

BHFRTLEFF A

CO.

WEEK^ATTRACTIONS

650 yds. Crepe Chiffon

at

10c.

546 yds. Parisienne Organdy at 8c.
Gray Rainproof Suitings, 25c. goods for 17c.
White Dress Skirts
We

Reduced Prices.

at

holding

are now

a

closing

sale of BLACK PETTICOATS.
a clear space for the
arrive next month.

This is to make

REMEMBER this is the montli of

new

bargains

Yours

skirts to

and

come

often.

truly,

S. B. & IS. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

ALMOST
AS

GOOD

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost an
an a daily, and your Kural Free Delivery Carries
rings it to your door three times every weolc.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most importaut news of The Daily

is a

food

AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may ne kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only ? 1.50 per year, bucyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Tribune, which is

A

DAILY

Bold Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.

Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

A New Fruit Jar.
"THE ECONOMY JARS."
No
Sure Seal.
Wide Mouth.
rubber ring to fail and spoil the
fruit.
EASY TO SEAL.

EASY TO OPEN.

MAINE,

NET!

'

are

impossible

PINTS

Me.

A FL>
Is

Optioian.

Lowest Pnces in Oxford County.

L. S. HOLMES,

a

Mrs. Minnie Haske!
Music,
Helen How
Bua-Ung,
Work o? Maine Experiment 8tatlon,

Paper,
Reading,
Music,
Pomona

passed.

Jeweler and Graduate

7!

Spices

will

that is

By

11
11

F.

"Spicy" Spices. I

and

1

II

HILLS,

pensive repairs and improvements
the place.

3.75

To insure success you will need good
delicious in flavor and rich in strength.
Our

jj

Dr. King's
New Discovery
for CSHS!18 JSÊR.|

and markings unaur·
Sire's size 8 1-2 ft., eire'i

4.50

1.98

Pickling Season is

11

Thorough preparation for college and
Courses for those
scientific schools.
Modern
who cannot attend college.
buildings, steam heat, electric light, telephone, «fee. Ktlicient corps of teachers.
Physical instructor all the year. No bet- I I
ter school anywhere for yonng men and II
women to get training in mind and body.

CURE

blocky, color

2.75

IHVBTLEFF * CO.

Pure

Carpenters, helpers and handy
men, can make big money installing
our (.elf-selling METAL WEATH-

and

A.

1908.

KILLthi couch

6

2.98
3 98

Norway, Maine.

Day.

Square,

Choicest breeding,

1.49

1.75

We solicit yOur trade.

—

Hereford male calf,

1.98
2.50

attention

Furnisher,

Registered

waist made from one of
these pieces, was 25 cents, now 19 cents.

fail to bave a

SHIRT WAISTS AT SMILEY'S MARKED DOWN. The assortment Is
still large so come early and get the one you want before someone else gets it.
THE #1.49 WAISTS NOW * .98

Quick Lunches

J.

months, $50.

SHIMMER SILK iu blue, brown and
Don't
greeo fancy plaids, fast color.

with

special

$2.50 and $4

For Sale.

For 19c

For 10c

Clean, Fresb, Bakery Food.

QUALITY"

is in New York this week on business.
W. C. Brown, of the Novelty Turoinf
Co., who recently purchased the Para
gard place on Paris Street, is making ex

green and two

an

At All Hours of the

I

pink,

In

increased
shall strive to

With

number of helpers
serve

REP

FANCY

and Zebrina Batiste, In light and dark •hades of blue, every thread mercerized,
shades with dainty figures and stripes, exceptionally pretty, was 25 cents, now
IS cents.
27 loches wide.

Queen Quality

Jqly 30, Mrs. Fannie Delano, aged

Organdie

Persian

from the estate of Herbert W. Hillier and will continue the business

Principal

years.
In Peru,
years.

and

Plaid

PARIS BAKERY

Fall term begins Tuesday,
in another column we publish the anSeptember 15, 1908.
nual statement of the Vermont Mutual
Fire Insurance Company of Montpelier,
For catalogue and further information
patrons.
Vermont. This company entered the
address,
The Democratic rally at the Opera
it
in
state last year.
Organized
1S28,
House Saturday afternoon gave all an
has asHets of over $7,000,000 and a net
W. E.
opportunity to hear the political issues cash surplus of over a quarter of a mildiscussed from their party view.
3136
HEBRON, MAINE.
offer perfect protecdollar·.
lion
They
Dr. Ε. H. Andrews of Brunswick calltion at a very low rate. F. H. 4 C. C.
ed on his Norway friends Wednesday.
Plummer, Portland, Maine, are general
He was in town on business.
agent· and would be pleased to answer
It is reported that the outlook for a anv innuiries.
big season's work at the shoe factories
than at the present
FOR SOKE FEET.
was never better
time. Lots of orders and that is lots of
"I Lave found Bucklen's Arnica Salve
ιυι
WO Γ Κ auu eUJpiU)UiCUt
upg»eiifwe.
to be the proper thing to use for sore
in
Dr. Annette Bennett, formerly
feet, as well as for healing burns, sores,
her
ie
in
this
visiting
place,
practice
cute, and all manner of abrasions,"
Norway friends.
writes Mr. W. Stone, of East Poland,
John C. Hussey was before the Munic- Maine. It is the proper thing too for
ipal Court Monday. He pleaded guilty piles. Try it! Sold under guarantee at
to illegal fishing in Ledge Brook and ShurtlefTs
drug store. 25c.
John Blouin
wan fined $10 and costs.
the
and
The
intoxication
disturbing
for
body of Nathan Bordeau of Aua fine
burn, who disappeared last winter while
peace, etc., was sentenced to pay
on a bunting trip, was found in Trout
and costs of $13.08.
The annual meeting of the stock- Pond at West Sebois. A coroner decidholders of the Norway Building Associa- ed that it was a case of accidental
Officers drowning, and that an inquest was untion wae held on Monday.
elected as follows:
necessary.
President—W. F. Jones.
SHE LIKES GOOD THINGS.
Vice-President—Charlee E. Holt.
Mrs. Chas. E. Smith of West FrankSecretory—Fred W. Sanborn.
Directors—W. W. Whltmarsh, H. B. rotter, C.
lin, Maine, says: "I like good things
L. Hathaway, C. N. Tubbe, F. W. 8anborn.
and have adopted Dr. King's New Life
A motion to pay a dividend on the
Pills as our family laxative medicine,
stock was defeated by the casting vote
because they are good and do their work
of the president. Only once in the laet
without making a fuss about it." These
A h andsome foot counts for
fourteen years has a dividend been paid.
painless
purifiers sold at F. A. Shurtleff
the
last
reduced
was
during
The debt
nothing in an unshapely
Co.'s drug store. 25c.
<&
year $1100. The debt is now $4000.
shoe.
But if a woman's
This
PraUe
Mrs. M. A. Oxnard recently returned
Women
Hemedjr.
Many
shoes look well, her feet
from a visit with her brother, Henry
Mother Gray, a nurse In New York, discovered
aromatic tueaeant herb cure for women'· lilt·,
Tucker, at Logansport, Ind., and is now an
A million
will look well.
callcd AlHTKALIAIV-LEAF. It 1b the only
with her son, H. W. Oxnard, occupying certain
regulator. Curée female witnesses and
women
wear
the C. F. Ridlon cottage for two weeks Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Urinary trouSamAt all Druggists or by mall 50 cts.
bles.
or more.
Shoes for this
The Mother Gray Co., Le
FREE.
H. B. Young has a new 20-borse power ple Ν. Y. Address,
Roy,
reason
alone.
to
town
It
came
automobile.
Franklin
Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease.
Tuesday. It's a beauty.
A powder for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
Mrs. W. W. Hooper and daughter of
8smplr> sent FREE. Also Free Sample of the
Weymouth, Mass., are with Norway rela- Foot-Bask Sanitary Cokn-Pai». a new Invention. Address, Allen S. Olmsteu, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
tives for a short visit.
two
The hurdy-gurdy, horse, and
Italians did the town the first of the
Born.
of
the
satisfaction
the
week, much to
In Cambridge, Mage., Aug. 5, to the wife of
very young people.
The present organization of the Ox- Clayton K. Brooks, a daughter (Barbara).
Ν.
in
5, to the wife of Nathan
ford County Board of Fire Insurance A. Illon,a Y., Aug.(Prlecllla Louise).
Chase,
daughter
Underwriters as effected at the office of
In North Watcrford, to the wife of Harold
Clothier and
Freeland Howe Saturday ia as follows; Bean, a eon.
In West Parle, Aug. 7, to the wife of Thou. A.
President—Wallace R. Tarbox, Fryeburg.
a
Katcllffe, daughter.
South Paris, Me.
Market
Vice-President—Freeland Howe, Norway.
In Greenwood, (Camp Packard), Aug. S, to 31
Geo. L. Curtis, Norway.
Treae
the wife of Or. F H. Packard, a daughter.
Sec.—L. H. Vielleux, Rumtorcl Falls.
In «tow, July 27, to the wife of Edward Hodg
NOTICE.
Howard D. Smith, of the Norway don, a daughter
Tbc subscriber hereby gives notice that he
In Albany, July, to the wife of Leon Kimball,
National Bank, and wife, left Tuesday a «on.
has been duly appointed executor of the last
of
In Norway, Aug. 4. to the wife of L. U. Cush- will and testament
morning on a two weeks' vacation trip
CARR1K M. BO Υ ΝΤΟΝ, late of Rrownfleld,
tnan, a daughter.
in Maine and Massachusetts.
In tho County of Oxford, deceased, and given
LaFrank
of
the
wife
to
In
Aug.
3,
Norway,
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
Harry Packard, after a three weeks' francc,
a daughter.
the estate of said deceased are
vacation with his Norway people, reIn Lovell, Aug. 4, to the wife of C. K- Pottle, demands against
for
the
name
settlement, and
to
desired
present
turned to Boston Sunday, where he will a son.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paytake up his work on the Globe.
ment Immediately.
JAMES R. HILL.
Mrs. Alma Bailey is stopping with her
July 21st, 1U08.
Married.
brother, Elgin Greenleaf, at hia MooseIn West Parle, Aug. 4, by Rev. D. R. Font, Mr.
head Lake camp.
Ludlow Wright Godeoe and Mies Alice May
Ralph Harriman, of Stone's drug store, Spark*,
both of Paris.
will spend his two weeks' vacation at
In Oxford, July 30, by Rev. J. H. Little, Mr.
John H. HazMton of New York and Mies ElizaMoosehead Lake.
THE
and
State Deputy C. A. Brooks on Mondaj beth M. Schulz of Oxford.
of
officers
the
Norway
evening installed
Anchor Lodge of Good Templars. ReDied.
with
freshments were served.
In Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 4, Mrs. Mary Α.,
Rev. E. S. Cotton and wife are enjoySouth
Paris,
(Mathews), wife of Ansel Swift, of
ing life at Cotton ville, Ν. Η.
tit) years.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Harris of Brock- aged
In Parle, Aug. 5, Mrs. Melleaa M., widow of
ton, Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. F. Decatur Turner, aged 75 yesre.
In Boston, July 28, Clifton Chapman, formerly
Ε. Tower.
of Oxford, aged about do years.
The Episcopal church is being repairIn Lewlston, Aug. S, Frank Hannaford of
Dlxfleld.
ed and painted.
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
In Rumford, July 30, William Goudy of PortMr. and Mrs Dennis Pike will start on
land, aged 21 years.
GUARANTEED
their vacation trip the first of the week
SATISFACTORY!
In Hartford, July 27, Mrs. C. II. GIbba ol
LI verm ore.
in Massachusetts and Vermont.
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
In Albany, Jul*· 29, George W. Baker.
At the M. E. chnrch Sunday ten perIn Denmark, Aug. 3, Leonard II. Blake, aged
sons were baptized and received into 24
years.
In South Watcrford, July 15, Mrs. Charlotte
the church.
C. H. Cotton of Peabody, Mass., is A. M- Stanwood, aged 82 years. Mrs.
In 8outh Watcrford, Aug. 1,
Mary How
L. Cook's new barber.
ard, aged 87 years, 7 months, 4 days.
ol
Mrs.
Cummings
The
In Mexico, Aug. 6,
party, consisting
Joseph D'Amour
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. 1. Cummings, Mr aged 19 years.
Mrs.
Jane
In Rumford, Aug. 7,
Morton, aged
Mr. and
and Mrs.
Freeland Howe, Jr.,
Mrs. Charlee P. Barnes and Mr. and Mrs
Charles S. A kcrs, will visit the Richard
son Lakes, Mooselookmeguntic, etc., oi
this trip.
Jennie P. Baker of the Smiley ston

For 15c

For 7 l-2c
Include·

•
It ia an eaay thing to atrengthen the
atomach and cure indigeation by using
Mi-o-na. Get a 50-cent box from F. ▲. FIGURED DRESS SATEENS in black,
Shurtleff & Co. with their guarantee to green and blue with small figures, very
refund the money unleaa the remedy neat and
pretty for bouse dresses, only
doea all that ia claimed for it.
10 ctnts.

Hebron Academy.

rescued. The canoe was one which Mr.
Blake bad just purchased.

MARKED DOWN

year."

Leonard H. Blake Drowned.
1804
Leonard H. Blake, eon of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Blake, was drowned in Moose
auto.
the
The road commissioner and crew are Pond, Denmark, Monday, Aug. 3, by
of a canoe.
McCusick,
doing extensive work on the "etate road" aupsetting who was Willard
with him, wai For
BOYS
friend,
Crockett's place on the
near James

Waterford stage road. For years this
piece of road has been considered very
bad in the spring and bad weather. The
middle of the road is removed and filled
with small stones and the whole covered
and well rounded with good road material. It surely promises to be a great
stretch of road and like the work being
done by the Paris officers will be greatly
appreciated by all who travel it.
Capt. Harry Downing has been having
For
his steamer "Zanita" repaired.
has been running the
some time he
"Spray" for the accommodation of

IT

A good digestive ayatem, one that acti
10 tbat you do not know that you ban
a atomach, la God's birthright to every
man—to every woman.
If digestion ia weak, if food turna into
if yon arc
gaa, if you aaffer after eating,
aleepleaa, nervoaa and out of aorta—then
the atomach ia diaeaaed and prompt
action ahonld be taken.
W. ▲. Ennia, a well-known builder in
Syracuse, telle an eaay way to atrengtben the atomach and get well when he
writea: "Mi-o-na Stomach Tabieta have
done more for me in one week than all
the doctors the two years I waa undei

Mm. D'Amour Burned to Death.

Mrs. Joseph D'Amour was so badly
on Saturday evening.
in Mexico WednesThe Augnst term of the Norway burned at her home
afternoon of last week that she died
Municipal Court was held at Judge day
oil
stove exploded,
An
the
next
day.
Jones' office Tuesday. A few new case»
it out doors she
and some old ones received attention. and in trying to carry
which resulted in her
The K. of P. boys who left town for received the burns
She was 1Θ years of age, and
the gathering and encampment in Boston death.
leaves a husband and a baby four months
report a most pleasant trip and visit.
Chan. L. Hathaway has greatly im- old.
proved hie residence by the addition of
On The Maine Rifle Team.
concrete walks on Oak Avenue, and from
The Maine team which will compete
The ground»
the front to Main Street.
match at Camp Perhave beeu plowed up and seeded. The in the national rifie
Ohio, Aug. 23-25, has the following
improvements are important and will ry,
members from Co. D, Second Regiment:
greatly beautify the residence.
John W. Nash, Lieut. Moses P.
During the absence of Verne Rich at Capt.
Lieut. L. II. Daughraty, Sergt.
Augusta as member of the Hospital Stile·,
of the William P. M ara ton, Sergt. Alfred L.
Aaron Yeaton took

TO

ΘΕΤ WELL.

_

■TATXD MEETINGS.

WAT

EAST

..*.$1.00

per dozen.
dozen.

$t.i5 per
QUARTS
HALF GALLONS.$1.40 per
For Sale

dozen.

toy

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
80 MARKET

SOUTH

CASTORIA

SQUARU,

MAINE.

PARIS,
ForInfaatsandChihtreo.

TU KMYn Hm Ahnjt Batf!

sip

//ff? /**
*? QMfmfr

HOW TO TELL IF
YOU HAVE WORMS

Hay Crop

The

Will be short

To gel

best.

at the

what there is you must have

a

good

Mowing

THE REMEDY THAT
PUICW-T EXPELS THEW

Machine.
Remember you

get

can

OR A

a

—

TOOK OR. TROE'S ELIXIR
IRO ROT WELL

Walter A. Wood
Machine at

notice at

A. W. WALKER & SON,

stock of

complete

Thi· I· only one of hundreds of euch testimonial·. Thl» marvelous remedy baa been
made and sold by Dr. J. F. True Λ Co. for
fifty-six year·, and tn all that Urn· nothing
but words of praise have been bestowed
upon it. This Is what Mr. Wing thinks of It,

Duck and Canvas

OXFORDS
AT

Frothingham's

W.O.

Auburn, Mb.

Dr. True. Dear Sir:—
For the past seven years I hare constantly kept a supply of yonr Elixir io
my house, and it never failed to give
a
bles*
prompt relief. It has been great I
in 4 to my children, and unsolicited
give
the
I yo this tribute of gratitude, hoping
nirrits of vour unrivaled family medicine
muy be widely known and appreciated."

Very respectfully yours,

Chas. E. Wing.
Even though worms may not be found
present DR True's Elixir tones cp the stomach
and liver. Read what Dr. J. Haley, of Brun*
wick, thinks of It:
"It is a safe and effectual remedy. For
worms it has no equal, aqd is an excellent
remedy for canker of the mouth and throat.w
>r. True's Elixir is sold by druggists every*

South Paris.

materials.

J*. XX. Pletolier,

pride.

Norway. Me.

DON'T BE FOOLISH.

Opp. nim xx

E. W.

G lasse» will relieve, if fitted
properly, and wearing spectacles is no sign of old age.
Let us relieve your headache
by supplying glasses that will
Huntake away the strain.
dreds will testify to our relia-

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
81m or Style at reasonable prices.

bility.

S.

Also Window & Door Frames.

M a tche·! Pine

E.
Weat

6

Sumner,

Pleasant St.. South Paris. Me.

Maine.

ON

—

WâiVIÎn
Ik Mil I LU

IFarm

or

UCOEttATION
KKGA1U>1KU

for sal·. Not purlfctJar about location.
Wish to hoar iruua owner o·.:/ v'.io
will sell direct to buyer.
Gl >; price,
description and sjute wbua po.Je^lon
can be had. Address.
L DAUYSHIHE. lu W»
RocW». R. T-

Annual Statement of the

Chas. F. Ridlon,

—

Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance
of

Co.,

Moutpillfr, Vt.,
ending December 31, 1;*>7.

For the year

Insurance in force Jan.
Written »n 1907
Policies terminated

1, 19U7,

Deposit notes,
Real estate
Cash deposited In
Cash In office,
BUI· receivable

Corner Main and Danforth

$73,51«,.Υ>ν»Η>

i4,S4ô,olu t*>

#77,359,017 00

Total assets Dec.

31.

YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE
60

$0.967,£>7 CO

Patents

5000000
15j.iil Hi
."»U3
144,415 74

bank,

17.307,497

19W7

Liabilities.

φ

Re-Insurance reserve.
Leases adjusted, not yet due,
Losses reported
Commission and broker»^·;

94

43,-Ο 83

ι>υ

Dksion·
Copvrwhts Ac.

11,57·.' 53
ΐυ,ΆΌ 00

protect policy holder·,.

Anyone tending a «ketch and description ma;
quickly a*certain our opinion free whether an
Communie».
intention is probably
tlout strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
tent free, oldeet agency for securing patenta.
Patents taken tnrough Munu & Co. receive
tptrfcU notict, without charge. In the

t 'i,-X 36
7,i33,i71 58
♦7.307.4H7 94

Summary.

Total admitted assets.
$7,307,497
Net surplus, not Including deposit
'278.014
notes,
Losses paid In 1807.
Ai3,N0
Losses paid since organization,
7,147.330
Gain In assets In 1807,
113,(32
Gain lu net surplus In 1907
20,498
r. II. A C. C. PLUMMER, Oeueral
Portland, Maine.

Scientific American.

94
58
«3
st>
47
15

Κ handsomely Illustrated weakly. Largest circulation of any scientific tournai. Terms, *3 a
year : four months. IL bold by all newsdealers.

£ Co.ee,B™*i—'■ New York
MUNN
Branch Office. eft V 8U Washington. D.C.

Agents
3133

A gay and heedless young beginner.
I'll never run there any more;
The settler shot me for his dinner.

I kuow tliat I MAY HUNT wild
lieasts which are a menace to COMPLETE or even domestic animals,
which for some reason have become a
menace and actually slay as many of
them ae It Is necessary to kill for the
security of COMPLETE and In doing
so fUrnlsh the l>est of evidence of my
I know, too, that 1
own COMPLETE.
MAY HUNT even harmless wild aul-

Organs.

s

Large Stock of New Pianos and

FIG

APPLE

III

IV.
Κ V Κ Ν Τ

OVID

ALICE

VAL

VILE

JILTS

Κ I. Λ Τ Κ

Μ Ν D β

EDEN

OCTET

NOTES

V

Ο

Τ Π Ε S

It Ε S Τ S

S

No. 219.—Decapitations: Stare, Tare.
Are, He, E.
No. 220.—Puzzlers: Tree Bark, Eiephaut's Trunk, Yardstick, Clock Hands.
Corn.
No. 221.—The Little Mathematician:
The thirteen uilssiug figures may be
restored in Johnny Smith's sum by
using 79 or 90 in multiplying 235.
No. 222.—Pyramid:

Organs.

ARE

•

Τ

Κ

A

D

Β

0

L

D

I

Ε

Κ

823.—Dissected Words: Satisfactory.
PickNo. 224.—Rhymed Charade:
Να

were

wick.
No. 225.—Reversals: 1. Loaf, foal. 2.
Tied, diet. 3. Mood. doom. 4. Deal,
6. Emits,
lead.
0. Ragged, dagger.
smite.

Soutli Parla,

PTiKASE

Maine.

Keep

When in want of

anything

In

MIND!

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

as it corrects irregularities and
has cured many old men of this disease.
Mr. Rodney Burnett, Rockport,
Mo.,
writes: "I suffered with enlarged prostrouble
for
tate gland and kidney
years
and after taking two bottles of Foley's
have
for
better
than
I
I
feel
Cure
Kidney
twenty years, although I am now 91
years old." For sale by all druggists.

pudding, and chill.

danger,

Billings Blools.,

WE SELL

"Send me up two
bale of hay."

bags

baked.

Soak one tablespoon of powdered gelatine in one-fourth cup of cold water for
five minutes, dissolve it in one-fourth
cup of boiling water, and add one cup of
sugar. When cooled to a thick syrnp,
add one pint of boavy cream, beaten
until stiff, one-half dozen rolled, stale
macaroons, one-half dozen marshmallows
cut in small pieces, two tablespoons of
chopped candied cherries and one-fourth
pound chopped blanched almonds.
Flavor with vanilla. Thoroughly wet a
mold in cold water; into this pour the

MEN PAST SIXTY IN DANGER.

Wheeler,

FARCI.

ladies' delight pudding.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
More than half of mankind over sixty
to buy for New Year's present.
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. years of age suffer from kidney and bladder
disorders, usually enlargement of
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
prostate glands. This is both painful
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
Here is and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure
should bo taken at the first sign of
a
good trade in musical instruments.

W. «Γ.

PUDDING.

Northern
Choose tart, red apples,
Spies if possible, wash, wipe aud core.
Do not pare. With corer remove apple
iu three places equally distant and midway between bud and stem end, holding
the corer in oblique position and pressing toward center. Fill these cavities
with raisius, dates or Age, sugar, cinnamon and any left-over canned fruit, reserving tbe syrup to add last. Canned
or fresh pineapple is a delicious filling.
Always use the raisins, placing them in
the cavity first to prevent other fillings
slipping out. After filling, place the applee in a pan, which must be sprinkled
with sugar and cinnamon.
Sprinkle
each apple with sugar and cinnamon,
in
a
hot
oven
the
uqtil
sugar melts,
place
then add one-fourtlfbup of hot water or
fruit juice, and bake until tender. Baste
frequently with thé sytup in the bottom
of tbe pan. Serve hot or cold with
sweetened whipped cream sprinkled with
powdered cocoa. A flavoring may be
used for the cream and a slice of red
jelly added to the top of each, or the apples may be served with slices of the
jelly left in the dish in which the apples

Κ

Β Ν

MEED

»

TAPIOCA

Cook until clear three tablespoons of
granulated tapioca in two cups of water
with one teaspoon of butter. Stir constantly. Chop one-half pound of figs
very fine, and add one cup of water and
one cup of sugar.
Cook until smooth
and thickened; take from the stove, and
mix with the tapioca, adding one-half
teaspoon of vanilla. Serve cold in sherbet glasses with whipped cream on top.

remedy.

M A J Ο Κ

II

Serve, unmolded,

with delicate cake.

buttermilk

Regular sizes of

sell wire screen

Wheelbarrow·—We have

Telephones

a

Have your veranda screened in.
hinges, screen door catchee, Ac.

doors in stook.

cloth, spring

few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and

see

them.

SOUR

and Electrical Supplies—We have just received a barrel of "Colombia Ignition Batteries" the best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
eoutn Parla.

"O, George, can't you just smell the
Maria; I

WARNING.

can

CREAM

ECONOMY

SPICE

CAKE.

PUFFS.

Tim"

Bowery
an impecunious con-

Sullivan,

the

"Prisoner at the bar," said the magistrate, "for the crime of overspeeding
you will pay a fine of 910 or be took to
jail for ten days."
That's not a correct sentence," murmured the prieoner.

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup ie sold
under a positive guarantee to cure conheadache, stomach
stipation, sick
trouble, or any form of indigestion. If
it fails, the manufacturers refund your
money. What more can any one do. For

sale

by all druggists.

"I don't believe in that doctor."

"Why?"

"He didn't tell me everything I wanted
to eat was bad for me!"
WHAT

A

NEW

JERSEY

EDITOR

SAYS.
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillipsburg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have
used many kinds of medicines for coughs
and colds in my family but never anything so good as Foley's Honey and Tar.
I cannot say too much in praise of it."
For sale by all druggists.

TEN YEARS IN BED.
"For ten years I was confined to my
bed with disease of my kidneys," writes
R. A. Gray, J. P., of Oakville, Ind. "It
was so severe that I could not move part
of the time. I consulted the very best
medical skill available, but could get no
relief until Foley's Kidney Core was
recommended to me. It has been a
Godsend to me."
"What did the new neighbors come to
borrow now?"
"They wanted the lawn mower."
"Is that all?"
"That was all they spoke about, but I
think from the way they stood around
they would like to have borrowed my
husband to ran it."

Victim· of bay fever will experience
ing powder. Beat together until very
light and fry in deep fat, dropping in the great benefit by taking Foley's Honey
a teaspoonful at a time.—Good and Tar, as it stops difficult breathing
j
:
ousekeeping.
j immediately and heals tbe inflamed air

|

Eitatoes

Th· Cloud Piercing 8tquolaa
ern California.

of North-

The sequoia In Humboldt is the tallest tree In the whole United States.
But the tourist from the east or wq?t
knows it not What would he say to
tbe Information that in the northwest
of California grows a mighty continuous forest of these great trees and tliat
It takes days to travel merely from
end to end of that forest, which Is
longer than the distance from Boston
to New York or from Chicago to St
Louis. Yet such is the case.
On the ridges and flats of Humboldt
is tbe forest, and in that forest tbe
trees grow to twenty-six feet in diameter and tower 400 feet toward the sky.
Do you know what those figures mean?

passages, and even if it should fail to
The
For

Blackberries, with sugar and orange cure yon it will give instant relief.
kidney and bladder diseases. For sale jaioe to taste, are delicious Κ thoroughly genuine is in a yellow package.
chilled before serving.
tale by all druggists.
by all druggists.

PARIS
Good Stories An
Family
About Doos.
Remedy

BUY THE BEST, IT COSTS
NO MORE.
Everything clean,
pure and wholesome. All food guar-

anteed first class.

kindly treuted and
Dogs
trained certainly displuy an intelliα dog
gence almost human. Karo is
that permits hie master to dress him
that

are

him.
up as α hunter and photograph
The master puts upon the good fellow
it hunter's coat and hat and around his
neck a «trap holding α game bag. Karo

eyeglasses.
pipe
which one sees the topmost bough of
In England Is a boy musical
these stupendous giants.
poser who Is only ton years old.
The redwood of California Is the
great tree of the Pacific const. Two
thousand acres of it exist in Oregon
along tbe Cbetco river. South of tbe

Hampden Corner, Me.,
Fresh goods
August 14, 1906.
"Would say in regard to 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters they are invaluable in
cases of indigestion, biliousness, sick

headache, etc. I would not be without them in the house for family use."

^ours respectfully,
Mrs. Mary Stevens.

If

Easy Enough

com-

Sepia

fifties and hundreds.
There were 100 chimney sweeps, 10<i
bakers, fifty doctors, fifty dentists, tift\
accouche». There were priests to ad
minister extreme unction and Metho

offer last prayers.
confectioners with
wedding cakes, fifty undertakers with
coffins, fifty fishmongers with baskets

diet ministers to
There were fifty

a

κλκο, tue liUKTi.iiAU.

Max Darewskl, and lie is a
reul prodigy. Not very long ago Max
Darewskl conducted an orchestra of
*>.000 in·, formers In the groat Crystal
palace, near London, and never made a
mistake. When he was only fivctpcurs
»l«l he- composed a waltz, "I.e Itevc."
which has been played by hundreds of

SOUTH PARIS

Watch

Bargains.

Timekeepers.

Key Winders anil Stem Winders.
1 itf
Please call and see them.
S. R.loliard.s.

orchestras. Next he composed a march
called "England's Crown." He Is 11s
lius.v and as successful with his music
as If lie were thirty years old Instead
if ten. Hut this wonderful boy has a
favorite recreation, and that is playing
with and teaching his dog. a beautiful
creature of the Dalmatian breed. The

Naomi

Hi· Society.
The west side woman observed an
id darky lu violent altercation with
tie driver of a cart.
"What Is the matter?" she asked.
"I done tell 'lm he cayn't 'buse dat
a wee." eaid uncle excitedly, "an" he
ay It none o' .my business an' I done
ell Mm I'se η m em be h ob de human
κ,Ίη' society."—New York Press.
Th· Villain.

Critic—The villain in your story Is a
perfect masterpiece. Where did you get
the character? Novelist—1 Imagined a

ιηαη possessed of all the forms of
wickedness which my wife attributes
to me when she is angry.

HI· Limit.
do you think of the
aew foreman. Jlmmle? Printer's Devil
—Say, dat feller could print all be

Operator—What

knows In display type on a postage
Itamp without canceling the stamp.-r
Exchann.

<·.

ιΓ
,,r,

ti.i

.r

η

Morrill, late of Peru, Ί

t,
w'..

··■

,.t.

|,;
:·■·.·.

···!
ι.ι.-Ί

>

ν

named.

Itliori* N. Voir·, late of l'art-,
then .it
will ami petition for
by James s. W right,tne executor «tn-r·

probate

Evan* «. Allen, lite of Hlratt
it "f
petition for an
presented by Ccba M. Allen, wMuw.

■■

Frank Packard, late of Hebron.
petition for an allowance out of per
K. Packard, w! >w

u·<■

presented by Lydla
llrrlM-i

t

IV. 111111er,late of I'.i r

petition for an allowance out of per·
presented by Carrie A. Illlller, wld· w.

Dairy

The
Filter

I.tlKHuns W. II u Mm id. lite it II''
1
n
ceased ; |>et1tlon for license to
real estate presented by John It I'll,· <

Strainer

and

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with
Is

i'. i

t

(Cumrrll) Tliornr.

M.

u

ι»

administrator with the will annexed

sell

I.ltllrliulr of Pari-.

Itobert K.

t.

:i

petition for license to sell and convey π
presented by Joseph F. Llttlehalc, g.iar·.:

wte

Euirta >f. Allen of 11 Irani, a mit
tlon for license to sell and convey re ι·-:
sented by Ceba M. Allen, guardian.

towns

Dnvlil Vamrj·, late of Porter,
ilnal account presented forallowance by H·
L. Kldlon, adndnlstrator.

Eleanor Whitman, late of Wo,
ceased j petition for dccn?e to sell
real estate présente I by George I.
executor.

,-t
it
<

David Chamberlain, late of 11 :tt t
«•eased ; petition for license to sell at
real estate presented by Ten Broeck w

administrator.

Willard M'f'g Co.,
Lewiston,

Staples, late of Canton
hat
real estite arcordlng to
convey
sented by Charles M. Dillingham, a patty
contract.
Ansel 4>.

Eunice

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will he pleased to show
The
them at any time.
of
and
construction
shape
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.
to

>r.

trustee.

Parla, deceased ; petition for license
convey real estate presented by James S

W. WALKER & SON

A.

tl

Adelaide K. Elliott, late of Itumio:
ceased ; petition for license to -i ll u
real estate presented by Caroline W. I:

petition that the executrix may

one

flaine.

<-rt

it..

.·

-ti t·

I'.:

Kvclinr .1. Jackson, late of
ceased, llnal ace·,tint presented f·
by Walter L. Gray, executor.

Htuhen D. Hand, late of <ir··';"·
ceased; llrst account presented for
Walter Β. Rand, administrator of tin·
Kl»en F. Rand, formerly executor of tin

t

said Kcubcn l>. Kami.

Edward E. Timiiny, late of ( ant·
ceased: llrst account presented for allow
Ο. M. lilchardson, executor.
I vfllue A· Jmksoii, late of l'art
nl
ceased ; petition for determination of e..'l
Inheritance tax presented by Walter !.. «tray,
executor.
Isabel >1.

Mlilett, late of Oxford.

petition for the appointment of Jobn.i-Β
son or some

year.

cuflle.—Exchange.

ι

Deborah Ed ward·,late of Hlr··
will ami petition for prohate tin red
by Biary B. Wadsworth, the «·*· :

Amount of Rainfall Over the Earth.
The discussion of observations on
rainfall made first by Sir John Murray
and later by Bruckner and Fritsche
permits an estimation to be made of
the mean rainfall on continents, which
Is found to he about thirty inches per

A Crab Habit.
Catch a fresh crab, mash the end of
ne of Its claws and watch with what
lerce wrath It will tear oflf the mutiited member. Is It pride that causes
tlm to do this bit of surgical work, or
t he afraid of blood poisoning, or Is it
«cause the maimed claw might ob·
trnct his speed or entangle him In the
ubmarlne botany? The crab Is an lum>stlng creature and, like his big
ougin, the lobster, is as scrappy as a
,ame bantam, often losing a limb in a

Μ

and petition for probate thereof
Joseph A. Putnam, the executor tn

tor was not detected.

Method of Cooking Cabbage.
The simplest and quickest methods
>f cooking cabbage are the best. Cab»age must be trimmed and well wash·
td In cold, salted water, then cut Info
luarters and tied together again with
ι string before going into the sauce·
tan, because the heart is more tender
han the outside and uniform softness
s desired.
Have plenty of boiling
vater with α heaping tablespoonful of
alt to the half gallon of water,
t be boiling when the cabbage Is put
u and cook It with the lid off. and if
t be fresh It will keep a good color,
"he time depends more upon the age
han the size—from twenty to forty
alnutes.—Delineator.

ΛΟΊ

Nertrnde W. Pratt, late of Γι:'.·
petition for probate tin
η. Pratt, toe m

cod

8impU

ΙΊΙΟΗΛΤΚ

Γο all iiersone lntcrcntcd In either ■·( ιι·. f util
hereinafter named
At a Probate (ouït. held u Pari
!
tortbeConntyofOxtor l.onihc thin Γ'■
oni
July, In the year of our
nine hundred ami eight
Tie following matter
having lieen presented forthe action th< η
hereinafter Indicated. It u hereby hkih km
That notice thereof be
en to
terete*, by cualny a copy .,r this onlei

will and
iiy ά :

1

Γ

centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

Democrat, a ncw8i>a|H r |>uli.'.-i
Pari», In mM County, that they mi.
Probate Court to lie held at ι:
the thlr«l Tuesday of August, A. D
of the clock In the forenoon, :ιη·Ι
on If tbey see cause.

most as

"Pire! Fire!"
The shouts were front a woman, who
had also been aroused by the barking
The other people In the
.»f Prince.
iiouso had b.ntrd it. too, and all had
.umped tip and were dressing them·
reives and running out. Mr. Otto, the

*

toril

Is Hove, after Max's lirst
dog's
waltz. The word "reve" is French, signifying "dream." Max has taught
Keve so many tricks that he knows al-

itis master's room, and besides barkng and making a great racket, l'rlnee
■iprang upon his master's lied and
Iragged the covers off hint. That
iroused the master, Mr. Otto, In a
hurry. He Jumped out of bed and
heard In the hall the dread cry of

Xj. M. Liongloy,
Maine.

published three weeks

name

much as a circus dog.
Here Is a good story of how l'rlnee
gave an alarm of lire and saved the
lives of a whole tenement house full of
people In Brooklyn. l'rlnee is Just a
•ouimon, cheap dog. Ile lias no distinguished blue blooj in him, and lie Is
not of any particular breed.
At .'I o'clock one morning, when
•verybody vwis round asleep, the peo»le of Hie Idg tenement house were
.ι wakened
by a tremendous barking
it came front Prince,
•nul howling
lie was in
ihe cheap, common dog.

No

to.

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris viil.i^c,
thoroughly finished, hot water cat
and all modem equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stal
le,

Nichols St..

Fine

bing promptly attended
charge for team.

Desirable Residence for Sale,

specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,

and lobsters. They pushed,
quarreled and fought, and the police
were called out to prevent a riot. Fi
nally among the hoaxed ones came the
governor of the Bank of England, the
royal Duke of Gloucester and the lord
mayor of London, each lured thither
by some cunning pretext. A police Investigation followed, but the perpétra
of

and Oil

of Plumbing Goods.
The host r>f
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line, job-

Norway,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

tiger suddenly

a

A new Lot

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

is

Monday,

Friday.*

Davis Block, Soutli Paris.

12

Mouldings s,J.

&

name

on

and

Tim ορ-Ιο-ΙΙιβ-ίιΙβ Bakeiy,

Mats, Mirrors

You Know Just How.

lion or α

1?!.,

at ff:30 P.

South Paris every afternoon.
We solicit your patronage.

and Pictures,

Ills

to 8caro Him if

appears
before you, Just bold a chair out in
front of him, and he won't do a thing.
Allen Williams, who, in the course of
bis experience with wild animals has
been In that predicament often enough
to know, says: "These creatures have
a

stal·.

Hot Rolls

Wednesday

Picture Frames

THE MIGHTY LION.
la

Nothing

daily.

The "L. F." Atwood's Bitters have
earned a great reputation by relieving
sickness and promoting health.
They
Lunch tables have been fitted
are the "family physician," the great
up
household remedy in thousands of and hot coflee and tea will be
served
homes—always handy—always safe—alAt the with lunches.
ways reliable and efficacious.
store, 35c.
A cart will canvass Norway and

Cbetco a continuous redwood belt begins and increases in width from ten
miles at Del Norte county to eighteen
or twenty miles and keeps on unbroken to southern Humboldt county,
nere Is a gap, but in Mendocino the
belt becomes dense again and widens
out to thirty-five miles. South of that
county the tree grows in Isolated
patches.—Humboldt Standard.

It

BAKERY.

Invaluable

cannot hold, a shotgun in his paw very
well, so It is adroitly placed against α
support close to his side. After this Is
done then Karo sits still while his masMeasure the room In which you are ter puts eyeglasses across his nose and
now sitting. If it is a very large room, a pipe In his mouth. Then the lutelll·
tbe longest dimensions would Just gent dog, properly posed, remains quite
about contai* one of these great still tUI he Is photographed. Ile makes
trunks. Look out of your window and a funny, yet fine picture, too, with Ills
see tbe people more than α city block long Hop ears and solemn face behind
That is the distance from the
and
away.

The rainfall on the ocean Is
oiore difficult to measure, but it has
Tammany king, met
stituent recently and took him to dinner jeen estimated by Supau, and Fritsche.
in a restaurant much more pretentious taking account of all the known facts.
than the man was accustomed to. He :stlm:ifes the mean annual rainfall for
was a fellow of almost infinite appetite
the entire surface of the earth at about
and the amount of food he stowed away
ihlrty-slx Inches. Making use of this
When
was
something portentoue.
"Tim" thought the man had consumed lumber, it is easy to calculate that the
enough substantiels he asked: "Now, total rainfall amounts to 464 million
what'll you have for dessert?" "What's millions of metric tons per year, 1,272
that?" "Oh, something to top of! with." thousand millions of tons per day.
The constituent languidly scanned the S3,000 millions of tons per hour, 883,bill of fare. "I guess I'll have a beef >00,000 tons
per minute or 15.000.000
stew," he replied.
:ons per second.—Scientific American.

"Big

To every pint of cold, mashed potatoes
allow one egg and one tee<«poon of bak- HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS.

taste it

If tou have kidney and bladder trouble
and ao not use Foley's Kldnev Cure, you
will have only yourself to blame (or re·
suits, as it positively cure· all forms of

again.—Chicago Tribune.

cake.

One egg, one cnp of sugar, one-balf
Voice—"All right, sir. Who is it for?"
"The horse, of course, you Idiot."
cup of butter, one cup of sour cream—

We salt water!''
"More than that,
in the ice cream."

The young woman in the grand stand
demurred.
"A few minutes ago," she said, "you
remarked that these two clubs split
Just now
even in their last two games.
you observed that it was an even break.
The two statements are irreconcilable.
If it is a split it cannot be a bre k."
"You've got the dead wood on me,"
gasped the young man, mentally resolving to reconstruct his baseball vocabulary before springing it on a Boston girl

hurry."

of oats and a

~η

BIQ TREES.

much more limited intelligence than
is generally supposed. They can take
in only one thing at a time, and the
four legs of a chair would keep any
Hon busy thinking for α long time.
Shakespeare.
"That is the reason why animal
At this the dignified and learned Englishman pricked up his ears and remark- trainers carry two whips when they
ed that he had made a study of the au- are in the circus ring. One for crncktographs of Shakespeare and was posi- Ing and awing the performers, the othtive there was no authentic example in
er for emergencies. If one of tbe lions
America. Admiral Luce replied that he
tries to attack him the trainer simply
was very positive his was authentic and
lu front of him.
that its genuineness had never been holds the reserve whip
nre too much
questioned. This made tbe Britisher The two objects together
quite mad, and he delivered a lecture on for the lion's intelligence, and be is imthe fraudulent autographe and manu- mediately subdued."
scripts that were brought over to
Another proof of the limited intelliAmerica and exhibited as originals.
gence of the cat tribe, say trainers, is
am
"I
"Well," replied the admiral,
the fact that their performances must
convinced that my autograph of William
same order of sucI
am
and
going always come in the nccideut the order
Shakespeare is genuine,
If by some
to have the pleasure of showing it to cession.
this young lady," whereupon be went to Is broken, the animals are completely
his desk, took out his visitors' book, lost, and the trainers are few who can
turned back a few pages and then point- keep them in submission once they beed out the signature, "William Shakes- come confused. In fact, most trainers
peare, mayor of New Orleans, Jan. 12, consider themselves lucky in α case of
1885." The Englishman gave a painful this sort if
they can get the lions
gasp and retired.
quietly back into their cages.
The whole cat family, moreover, Is
A Boy on Babies.
Here is an essay on babies by an Eng- as treacherous as It is stupid.—Milwaulish board school boy: "Babys are little kee Sentinel.
red things without bones nor teeth.
On· of Hook'· Practical Joke·.
They have various sizes, but just after
Theodore Hook forged 4,000 letters
they are horned, they are called bypede;
their bones are gristle. They are two to 4,000 tradesmen and others requestsects, male and female, and are also very ing thtfui to call ou a certain day and
fat. When very young they do not have hour at the house of a wealthy widow,
much hair. They are always asleep only
Mrs. Tut ten-ham, in Berners street.
when crying. Women and girls go silly
London, against whom lie had con
and
over babye, and kiss them all over
celved α grudge.
say silly things. That's why girls have
These people began to arrive soon
dolls when they haven't any little brothers.
Everybody 'as to be a baby first. after daybreak. The rush continued
That's all J know about babys."
until nearly midnight. They came by

"I set my boy to sawin' some wood toTwo-thirds of a cup of butter, yolks of day." said Farmer Korntop.
three eggs, two cups of sugar, one cup of
"Did ye?" replied Farmer Nearbye.
sour buttermilk, whites of three eggs, "I'll send
my boy over to help him if
three cups of flour containing three-quar- yc —"
ters of a teaspoon of soda. Mix in the
"No, don't ye! I want the job did in a
order given.

if very rich, scant tbe butter—one teaCAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR SENSES? , spoon each of soda, cinnamon, clove and
When two of them, taste and smell, nutmeg, one cup of chopped raisins, two
cups of flour and a pinch of salt.
having been impaired if not utterly de- scant
Cream is so variable that a "try loaf'J
Floor Paints,
Hoom Faints,
Linseed Oil,
stroyed, by Nasal Catarrh, are fully re- should
be baked before the big one.
stored by Ely's Cream Balm, can you
Barn Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
that this remedy deserves all that
doubt
BLUEBERRY JAM.
Boo! Paints,
Floor Finish,
Turpentine, has been said of it by the thousands who
A novel preserve is made by washing,
Brushes. have used it? It is applied directly to
Wagon Paints,
Liquid Filler,
We have some now line· of paints which we believe to be most desi -able.
the affected sir passages and begins its weighing and thoroughly draining fresh
ripe blueberries, adding to every pound
healing work at once. Why not get it of
berries halt a pound of sugar and half
All druggists or mailed by Ely
Paroid Booflng—The best of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't to-day?50 Warren
a
navel orange sliced thin, skin and all.
New York, on
Bros.,
Street,
Cook till it is a thick jam, stirring contry imitations.
receipt of 50 cents.
stantly to prevent burning.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Admiral Luce was in command of the
North Atlantic sqnadron in 1885, and his
flagship for a time was anchored in New
York bay, where it was visited by many
people. One day a party came aboard
which included, among others, a very
pretty girl and a very dignified and
learned Englishman. As Admiral Luce
was entertaining them in his cabin he
asked tbe pretty girl if she would like to
see an original
autograph of William

Went Against the Qraln.

morning.

the Puzzler.

L«VX

kicking specialties.
The western slope papers which commended Mr. Dodge's Shakesperian ef-

Not tier Fault.
sliced very thin. The rinds were
It was in the drawing room after dinthen filled with this pulp, maraschino
der that they discussed an absent maidcherries were dotted over the top, and
en friend's bad points with the usual
the fruit juice, with a little of tbe maraand scathing glee. Having thorschino, was poured over the pulp. They grim
dissected her personal appearwere kept on ice till wanted and served oughly
ance, they next paid attention to her
ice cold.
mental shortcomings.
FRIED TOMATOES.
"She is a very singular girl," spake
Green toma- the one.
Select firm specimens.
•'Yes, indeed," responded her comtoes may be used in this way.
Slice onehalf inch thick and fry quickly on both panion, "but then that is not her fault,
be
sides, on a very hot griddle in bacon fat for I never saw a girl so anxious to
or butter.
These are delicious on toast, plural."—London Opinion.
served for breakfast of a hot summer

No. 218.—Word Squares:
I

to

ger

The Remarkable Part.
Blggs—I fall to see anything remarkable about that man.
Dlggs -That's because you don't
know him. Last winter I bad a cold
for nearly two weeks, and although 1
:uet him every day during that period

DOME

CtfP.

I cut fine grapefruit exactly in halves,
scooping out all tbe pulp, aud with
sharp scissors cutting the edges of the
rinds into points or scallops. The pulp
( sweetened thoroughly, adding a little
shredded pineapple, a few white grapes
cut in halves, and a little preserved gin-

Duke of Athens.

to

COCKTAIL.

GRAPEFRUIT

No. 230.—Acrostic.
All the words used contalu the same
When rightly
uumber of letters.
guessed and written one below auother the initial letters will spell the
naine of a Shakespearean character.
Cross words: 1. A true friend to the
hero of a certain play. 2. A sea captain who figures in u certain play. 3.
Hero of a certain play. 4. The lover of
Jeseica. 5. A prince of Verona. 6.

Key

as

GRAPEFRUIT

no

a

1

For tbe first course at a luncheon take
a small grapefruit, cut in half, remove
seeds and cut out tough centers. Fill
the whole in center with a well-seasoned
oyster cocktail. Loosen the fruit from
the skin around outer edge. Put each
half on a doily laid on a dainty plate and
This is delicious.
serve very cold.

mals whose tlesh Is appetiziug and nutritious and kill as many of them as
may be necessary or desirable for the
sustenance of that portion of COMPLETE, for the maintenance of which
I am responsible, without ln-COMPLETE. but may I HUNT song birds
of t*eautiful plumage and which do

ie never once suggested

«{tlVA

t'IVOiiuIk

many bananas ae there are peoserve
into a deep glase dish.
Sprinkle with powdered sugar and pour
over one-half as many tablespoons of
lemon juice as there are bananas used.
Heap upon tbe sliced bananas whipped
cream, and over that sprinkle crystallized ginger cut in fine straws. This is
generally liked and removes the Hat
sweetness of the bananas.

Slice
ple to

Β

Clcanxa and beautiflse tht hair.
PruitiKMt a luxuriant jruwtn.
Never Fails to Bsetore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cum scalp tli^axs ft hair tilling,
«Oc. and 110».'at Druggists

*M «Mi ik»w|fc"îl«net'i k JIM· -V Λ
"a tf ».W aol».
Mf Kan-· »<
ii ■ ■ ■
luiUM4«ul-fM '•'barniei,*.!*) 9U's
—mMimX KRJCk «· p»y R K. f*r ·».·■« fvx «
fZTmu ι· ururt. ε. λ. eTEurr co. w«.u·.
U*Ur«, SJm H «tof SW, A< UIA, *«.

PRESSED CHICKEN.

Boil one chicken until very tender,
seasoning the liquor with a bunch of
parsley (which muet be removed), a
little mace, a little onion, salt and pepBoil two
per and the chicken liver.
sweetbreads. Use very little water in
both cases. Chop all together very fine.
Put in a mold and between each layer
of chicken put one of hard-cooked egg,
cut up; then add the liquor and two
tablespoons of lemon juice. Serve cold.
This is an excellent dish.

along the river shore,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

TOI' CAW I4SIIY
mo tut via m

Pianos

Sts.,

MAINF.

NORWAY,

♦:<-,u;i..v;i oo

during the year. 21,002 544 oo

Insurance 1· force De«-. 31, 1907
A Mets Dec. 31,1907.

Assets to

clean

up stock.

OrgauUrd ΙΨΛΗ.
—

patterns and

to close out odd

introduce any
local gags and Calpurnia and Portia
omitted the usual skirt dances and high
when Brutus failed

ASPIC.

Partly fill a small mold or side-dish
with tomato aspic; when it begins to
harden lay in it a small boned and skinaed sardine (taking care to have it
whole), sprinkle with lemon juice and
till the mold with the aspic. Serte each
mold on a lettuce jeaf with mayonnaise
dressing. An exclusive Chicago restaurant serves salad on shredded lettuce in>tead of on the leaf. Use sharp shears,
aud after it is shredded form into cups.

agree with uie.

—

Carpets

Wool

Business

SARDINE

he traveled to the west—
The west that still has power to
charm.
There day by day he tolled his best
To plow and sow his new made farm.

ran

populace, consisting of
Tommy Hughes, made
the best hit of the evening because it
kept still. Tbe curtain was unused to
heavy tragedy, having been raised on a
diet of minstrelsy and farce oomedy, and
it balked at frequent intervale, spoiling
what were Intended to be impresaive
scenes.
Owing to this innate depravity
on the part of the drop the audience waa
an
opportunity to see tbe remains
given
of Julius Cteiar, which reposed impassively on a bier while Marc Antony
was inflaming the minds of Fowler and
Hughes against Brutus and Cassius,
jump from their resting place and light
a cigarette.
This addition to the regular bill waa
hilariously received by the small boys in
the audience, and partially compensated
them for the disappointment they felt

forts will have much to answer for at the
·
What the
final accounting. · ·
FROZEN CHICKEN GLACE.
theatre goers here want is plenty of
Soak one-fourth box of gelatine in one slapstick comedy, interspersed with
cup of cold chicken liquor; when soft- whirling lingerie and anatomical flashes.
ened add three cups of hot chicken stock —Chicago Record-Herald.
seasoned with herbs, salt and vegetables;
It was Genuine.
cool and add two cups of whipped
cream; turn into a freezer and proceed
as for ice cream; then serve in bouillon
8 ΙΟΝ Α8IIAKE9PEAHK
WII.MAM
THE
cups with ealtines.
ΤΙ'RE THAT ADMIRAL I.UCE HAD.

harm, slaying as
many of them as I can, simply to
adorn the hats of fashionable women
without ln-COMPLETE? My answer
is an emphatic no, and 1 sincerely hope
that you have enough COMPLETE to

A LOW PRICE

Sheathing for Sale.

....

Gardon.

nie

COMPLETE

and Job Work.

CHANDLER,

W.

RICHARDS,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside 01
OiiUMe work, send In your order·. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cat a.

Planing, Sawing

half cup of milk or crenm; stir in one
cup of flour and one of corn starch, into
which one teaspoon of baking powder
has beta sifted ; add ten drops of bitter
almond extract and two tablespoons of
orange flower water, and fold in deftly
the stiffly beaten whites of six eggs.
Beat thoroughly and bake in shallow
jelly-cake pans. For the filling, boil
two cups of granulated sugar with one
cup of water until it will spin a thread;
then pour it over the beaten whites of
three eggs. Color with green vegetable
coloring, add one teaspoon of pistachio
flavoring, six drops of bitter almond
extract and two heaping tablespoons of
pistachio nuts, finely chopped. Beat
until thick, and when cold spread beThis is one of the daintween layers.
tiest, prettiest, and must delicious of
cakes.

Tb guard his fields seemed only fit;
This man had sturdy common sense
So many more like me he split
And built ua in a zigzag fence.

and bring
sap vitality
about
general nervous
break-downs. Many sensible people continue to
sutler great pain and inconvenience through false

it the choice of every girl who has
ever tasted it.
The reason is sim-

Confectioner.

PISTACHIO CAKE.

The Immigrant who crossed the sea
1 lie seasick misery deplored
And in Its throes would lean on mo
To keep from falling overboard.

I

very cold.

Cream together one cup of butter and
one and one-half cups of sugar; add one-

No. 228.—Enigma In Voraa.

Headaches

Eye

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

high-grade

They should be served

The other half Is to consist of a path
iuclosing the plot and of equal breadth
throughout. Such a garden Is shown
in the diagram at the foot of the picture. How Is she to mark out the garden with a tape measure under these
simple conditions, for the holly hedge
Is so dense and thick that she cannot
make all Ler measurements inside.

Repeated

ple:

Mary's

me

not oooked at all.
large
and white curranta were simply oovered mediocrity.
Tbe Roman
generously with sugar and let stand Joe Fowler and
three days—the result being delicious.

Mistress Mary is uu ardent gardener.
In the Illustration she Is showu solving a pleasant little problem. One of
her gardens is oblong In shape. Inclosed by α high holly hedge, and she
Is turning it Into a rosary In which to
She wants
grow some choice roses.
to use exactly hulf of the area of the
garden for flowers In one large bed.

By

favorably Impreued

oooked. To makes him liable to damage suits. His
that they support wrs fair in spots, but in tbe
red main it averaged up with the star in
The

were

equivalent

No. 227.—Mlatraaa

where at 35e., ΓΛ·., and SI.00 per bottle. The
booklet. "Children and Their Diseases," will
be sent free by elmply ttddresMug Dr. J F
Tr je <t Co.. Auburn. He. We have a special
treatment for tape-worm. Send for free book.

pore,

were

bread, for dessert— were
my surprise, he informed

J. L. Hammbtt.

White and Brown

to have been

with "the legit," and he commenta aa
follows on the performance:
Mr. Dodge, who is responsible for the
PRESERVED CURRANTS.
present recrudescence of the legitimate
be a
I asked the waiter at a hotel in Pari· on the alfalfa cironit, is aaid to
but that does not palliate
to find out how the ourrante—which wealthy man,
and
served with soft cream oheeae aud his offence—it only aggravates it,

about two weeks ago, two bottles of your
Klixir, and before the first bottle was ex·
haustcd the sores were entirely healed,
and no appearance of his vomiting or
fever-spells has ever returned. I really
believe that the lives of thousands of
children suffering from worms or canker
might be saved by a timely and judicious
Yours truly,
use of your Elixir."

LADIES
a

an

seem

Recipes.

vomiting and symptoms of fever nearly
every week, together with canker-«ores
about the noae and mouth. I obtained,

SOUTH PARIS.

Will find

Column, Oxford Democrat, South Farta,

No. 226.—Diagonal.
All the words described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
guessed and written one below another the diagonal (from the upper
left hand letter to the lower right hand
letter) will spell the name of St Jer-

SOMERVILLR, MX.
Dr. True, Dear "Sir:—
For more than three months one of my
children had been troubled with spell· of

moment's

a

The

The common ijmptomi of worm· In child·
re η and ail u lu are:—Paleness of lb· tec· with
occasional Hushing; lndigeHtlon accompanied ome.
by an unnatural appetite at time·; foal
Cross words: 1. 8un worship. 2. A
tongue and offensive breath; Itching no··;
of various things. 3. Not exvomiting ; grinding of the teeth daring sleep ; mixture
«welling of the upper Up; hard'iwelled bowel·: plicit 4. One who teaches the duties
and
ai
convulsions
ho
griping or oolie pains;
of religion. 8. An apparatus for telemany other unaccountable nerroue symp·
torn·, which, if not checked In time, lead oa graphing by means of the sun's rays.
to something more serious.
6. Handy. 7. A farmer. 8. The family
10. Given without
unme. 9. Terrific.

DEERING
—

An UuétUfactory Performance.
"Jullu· Cœsar" vu produced presumably "with grand scenic effect*" at
the
ladle·
Oorreipondence on topic· of interest to
Lamar, Co]., and the editor of the Lala solicited. Addrese: Editor Homiuuu' mar
Sparks waa there. He doe· not
Me.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

other

trator presented
creditor.

suitable permit
by John It. Robin-

!

!*

rt
ADDI60N K. DERRICK, Judge of sal :1
A true copy—Attest :
ALIIBRT D. PARK, Riveter

NOTICE.

A YOUNG

MUSICIAN'S

iThe subscriber hereby gives notice that
ι■»·
been duly appointed administrator
estate of
LYDIA FULLER, late of Debt·.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, at
bond* as the law diroole· AU per*
ileinands against the estate of said de.
desired to present the same for eett ement,
payall Indebted thereto are re<|uested to u,
ment Immediately.
W K I.I.HC
EDWARD
l!We.
Slit,
July
t
FRRDKRICK It. DVhlC, A.

I'KT.

minute lie was uwake enough to gather
his seuses, ran to the street uud turned
tu a lire alarm.
Quickly the tiremeu
came and extinguished
the dames.
Only for the dog, though, the tire
would have had such a start that some
)f tho familles in the house would
probably have found It Impossible to
iscape.
Was not Prince a tine fellow? The
)eople In the house were so grateful
that they took a collection and bought
film a handsome collar. Hut the question which puzzles me is, IIow could
he dog perceive that the house was
»n lire and how did he know enough to
irouse the tenants?

Let Us Hope Se.
"William.'' she said, "means good
James means beloved. I wonder"—
A flush mantled her cheek.
"I wonder." she softly murmured,
"what George means?"
"George means business. I hope."
said mother, looking up from the wed
ding announcements In the evening p.i
per.—New Orleans Times-ΐνιιι··ι·ηιΙ

■

j Whose Ad.?

î

■i

Printers' Ink uses a great many
advertising blotters—in fact, uses

no

ι

1

as

'·

■

J
1

I

1

■ΐ

j
«

■

They rome in as fast
wanted, and very nice aud
bandy tbey are.
other.

Whoae
on

«dvertlnrinenta

thoae

«re

blutteraf

Ab, that is

a

does

not

now

remember.

But ho likes the blotters.—Printers' Ink.
This

Λ

:
s
"

Γ
»

■·

:
:

\ *ΡΜΙ"|Ι1""Η"»Τ"'Η","»"ΊΊΙ"Ι'Μ'ΓΨ1'Μ> i

··

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notln tii
has been duly appointed a<lmlnl*tl
estate of
CORA Κ WALKKR. late of l.-.v
1''
In the County of Oxfonl, decease·!,
bonds as the law directs. All ι»
1
said
of
the
estate
demands against
t.
t'
arc desired to present the same for
and all Indebted thereto are reqm
ρ tyoient lmmc<tlately.
AMELIA T. WAl.KKIt
July Jist, 1908.
■

■

-·

criticism Is never apto
advertising In
your local paper.

plleable

\

thing the Little

Schoolmaster never observed, or,
if he did, he never remembered

and

Γ

NOTICE.

Tlie subscriber hereby give· notice tl.
-C.it·
been duly appointed adtnlnl.-trator of t:.
of
MARY KM.Λ PK ARSON
late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, decea-e », .-u
(·:.·
All i»er<·»
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of sai l <U
n
:
desired to present the same for -ettl· ·.
all Indebted thereto are rei|tie-ti-1 t
nient linmcdlately.
J. FRANK B1KD.
July Slot, 1'JW.

>

•U85·· Early Risers
The famous little plU··

The ProfessionalBaker
Uses

Washburn- Crosby's

Flour

Well?
If its goodfortheBaker
Its good for the Homemaker

THE VERY HIGHEST

QUALITY

